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序 言 

消費者保護涉及層面涵蓋每一個人民之食、衣、住、行、育樂各方面，消費

者保護法則是保障國民消費生活之基本法，巾女關全體國民之生活福利，我國為

推動消費者保護工作，歷經個別立法保護時期及消費者保護方案時期，於八十三

無一月十一］制定公布消費者保護法，使我國正式進入消費者保護法時期。嗣後

為應社會變遷需要，解決新興消費交易爭議，乃於九十二年一月二十二日修正公

布第二條、第六條、第七條、第十三條、第十四條、第十五條、第十六條、第十

七條、第三十五條、第三十八條、第三十九條、第四十一條、第四十二條、第四

十九條、第五十條、第五十七條、第五十八條、第六十二條；增訂第七條之一、

第十條之一、第十一條之一、第十九條之一、第四十四條之一、第四十五條之一、

第四十五條之二、第四十五條之三、第四十五條之四、第四十五條之五條文。 

值此保障消費者之思想已蔚為世界潮流之際，我國消費者保護法之制定公布

施行，已為我國法制建設及提昇國民消費生活品質樹立了一個新的里程碑，對於

保障我國消費者權益有其正面助益。鑒於消費者保護為一嶄新的法律領域，為健

全我國有關消費者保護法制，本會除於派員出國考察或開會時」 ― 頃道蒐集各

國之消費者保護法規外，另經由國外政府機關、國際組織網站上下載消費者保護

相關法規，並正逐步將所蒐集的外國消費者保護法規進行翻譯工作，暈編為外國

消費者保護法規選輯，作為進一步瞭解消費者保護有關規定及比較研究之參考資

料“本書為本會翻譯印製外國消費者保護法第十一輯，主題為 ○ E CD 有關消

費者保護之相關規定，內容包括：企業對消費者之替代性爭端解決機制在隱私及

消費者保護部分之法律規定＼經濟合作暨發展組織一亞太經濟合作會議全球論

壇：數位化經濟政策立法架構、線上電子市集之消費者：準則施行三年後遞交 ○ 

E CD 委員會關於電子商務之消費者保護準則報告草案、第六十二次消費者政策

委員會會議紀錄摘要草稿、關於跨國詐欺和集團性詐欺消費者保護綱領理事會諮

文、 ○ ［ CD 電子商務消費者保護綱領之最佳實務範例，共計六篇 ○ E CD 有

關消費者保護之相關規定。又本書採用中文翻譯及原文左右對照方式印刷，俾供

讀者閱讀之便利“ 

本選輯中譯本部分，係委由財團法人資訊工業策進會科技法律中心之郭佳玫

專案經理、吳兆談法律研究員、周慧蓮法律研究員、周天泰專案經理及楊婉艷專

案經理，進行翻譯，併此敘明，與表謝忱。 

 

行政院消費者保護委員會謹識 

中華民國九十三年六月 
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FOREWORD 

This document addresses the extent to which existing national legaL provisions may 

impact rccourse to alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in rclation to electronic commerce. 

It presents a synthesis of Member country responses to the Questionnaire on Legal 

Provisions related to Business-to-Consumer Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) in 

relation to Privacy and Consumer Protection (attached as an annex).  

This document provides a summary of the main points, an introduction to the project, 

a synthesis of the responses received, and a few concluding remarks. It was prepared by 

the Secretariat with contributions from the Committee on Consumer Policy (CCP) and the 

Working Party on Information Security and Privacy (WPISP), as part of their joint work 

programme on business-to-consumer (B2C) ADR in the online en ironmem.  

The Committee for Information, Computer and Communications Policy and the 

Committee on Consumer Policy agreed to declassfv this document under written procedure. 

completed on 26 June 2002.  

 

MAIN POINTS 

Although the numerous national instruments related to alternative dispute resolution 

(ADR) reported by Member countries are not specific to the online environment0, their 

collation helps provide a general picture of the nature and scope of application of existing 

provisions related to ADR in most OECD Member countries, and may serve as the basis 

for further work to facilitate online ADR at the cross-border level.  

●Membcr countries recognise the potential benefits of, and encourage informal AUR.  

A common theme echoed throughout the responses is the importance Member 

countries attach to informal ADR. In the majority of countries, policy initiatives 

recognising the potential benefits of ADR have been developed. These initiatives aim at 

increasing the availability of effective, timely and cheap mechanisms as an alternative to 

fonnal court-based dispute resolution.0  

●Offline AUR schemes that are established, funded or run by governments are common 

in Member countries.  

Legal provisions that establish particular types of offline ADR schemes, such as 

court-annexed ADR or ADR for landlord-tenant disputes, are common in Member 

countries. They vary from consumer ombudsmen to arbitration boards to conciliation 

courts. The scope of their competence is usually limited to either a particular type of 

dispute or a specific sector. .Recourse to these schemes may be mandatory or encouraged.  



●There is little broad-based regulation addressing ADR in Member countries: the 

generalpicture is a patchwork.  

Member countries have no overarching framework regulating formal and informal 

ADR. Although many countries regulate arbitration, informal types of ADR remain largely 

unregulated. However, many countries described provisions that apply to 

businessto-consumer (B2C) disputes in specific contexts. Rules have been developed for 

different types of ADR depending on the subject matter of the dispute (eg. privacy): the 

underlying transaction (e.g. insurance, telecommunications): the size, value and complexity 

of the dispute; whether arbitration or mediation is involved. etc.  

●In most Member countries, parties generally are free to agree to non-binding APR on a 

contractual basis.  

Recourse to infornial B2C ADR is not subject to specific legal limitations. In most 

countries, parties are free to agree to A.DR on a contractual basis, subject to the 

restrictions that apply generally to contracts such as fraud, duress or public policy concerns 

(eg. unconscionability. non-\vaivable rights, clauses unfair to an individual, and concerns 

of equity and fairness). These considerations appear to be a general limit to recourse to, 

and implementation of mandatory or binding ADR.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to gain a better understanding of the role ADR can play in enhancing user 

and consumer confidence in c-commerce, the OFCD. the International Chamber of 

Commerce and The Hague Conference on Private International Law organised a joint 

conference on online ADR in relation to privacy and consumer protection. that was held in 

The Hague in December 2000. The conference explored the use of online ADR systems for 

disputes involving small values and/or low levels of harm that arise between businesses 

and consumers online. The primary focus was on informal, flexible systems that allow for 

the necessary balancing between the type of dispute and the formality of the process for 

resolution.  

At their February 2001 and March 2001 meetings, the Working Party on Information 

Security and Privacy (WPISP) and the Committee on Consumer Policy (CCP) decided to 

follow up on The Hague Conference with the aim of raising user and consumer awareness 

about online ADR and encouraging recourse to fair and effective B2C online AD.R, This 

follow-up work included three elements: an updated inventory of online ADR mechanisms, 

an educational instrument for potential parties to online ADR, and a questionnaire on legal 



issues.  

The questionnaire on legal issues (see Annex) was developed by the Secretariat with 

input from WPISP and CCP delegates participating via an electronic discussion group. In 

June 2001, the questionnaire was finalised and sent to Member countries and stakeholders 

for response.  

The Secretariat received responses to the questionnaire from 24 Member countries, 

including Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, 

Gennany. Hungary, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand. Poland, 

Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey. United Kingdom and the United 

States. Responses were also received from The Research Centre for Computer and Law. 

University of Namur, Belgium (CRID), Confcommercjo (The Italian Retail Association), 

and two online ADR providers, TRUSTc and SquareTrade.  

The objective of the questionnaire was to generate an overview of the national legal 

regiincs applicable to B2C ADR in Member countries, with a view to understanding if and 

how existing legal provisions impact recourse to ADR, particularly in relation the online 

environment. The questions aimed to elicit factual information on the content of legal 

provisions (both general and specific) applicable to ADR. both in national and cross-border 

situations.  

There are limitations in the conclusions that can be drawn from the answers to the 

questionnaire. First, it was difficult to respond to the broad range of questions in a 

completely definitive way. In particular. for countries with legal systems in which 

competence over ADR is shared by national and regional or local authorities, it was not 

always possible to describe all relevant regulatory measures. Similarly, the fact that legal 

provisions related to ADR are not usually grouped together in a unique set of rules made it 

difficult to provide comprehensive responses. Finally, comparisons between countries were 

complicated by variations among national definitions of ADR. processes (e.g. mediation or 

arbitration).  

Despite these limitations, a number of conimonalties emerged from the answers given 

by Member countries.  

 

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS ON APR  

Some Member countries have specific provisions that require or encourage parties to 

have recourse to informal ADR for certain types of disputes. Aside from legal provisions, a 

majority of countries referred in responses to general policies of encouraging consumers to 



have recourse to informal ADR, particularly where government schemes have been made 

available. Other countries have specific provisions prohibiting or limiting recourse to ADR 

in certain circumstances.  

 

A. Provisions encouraging or requiring APR  

Australia, Canada, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United 

States have provisions that encourage recourse to ADR for certain disputes. In the United 

Kingdom, pretrial protocols for defamation, personal injury, clinical disputes. professional 

negligence and construction and engineering matters encourage recourse to kDR. In 

Australia, the Fair Trading Tribunal Act 1998 expressly encourages the use of ADR in 

resolving disputes brought before the tribunal.  

Austria, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan. New Zealand, United Kingdom and 

the United States have provisions that, in certain circumstances, explicitly require parties to 

exhaust ADR prior to seeking judicial remedies.  

 

Provisions requiring ADR before a complaint is filed  

Sonic countries require parties to exhaust ADR in certain circumstances prior to filing 

a complaint in court. For instance, Germany has regional legislation requiring parties to 

attempt conciliation for disputes relating to property law. involving small claims for 

compensation. neighbourhood law and claims over damage to personal reputation. In 

Austria and Switzerland tenancy disputes should he taken to a specific ADR administrative 

body. In France if agreement cannot be reached on rent when a lease is being renewed. the 

parties must refer the mailer to the Conunission Departenien tale de Conciliation before 

applying to the courts.0  

 

Provisions requiring ADR after a complaint is filed (courtannexed programmes)  

Some countries have legislation that allows courts or tribunals to require parties that 

ha-e filed complaints before them to go to ADR in appropriate circumstances for matters 

within their jurisdiction. Countries that referred to such provisions include Australia, 

Canada, Italy, Japan, New Zealand and the United States. For example. in Australia, the 

1994 Tenancy Tribunal Act requires mediation as a first method for dispute resolution 

between parties seeking the intervention of the tribunal. As a further example, in Canada, 

state- based legislation requires all parties to civil disputes to attend a mediation session at 

the close of pleadings before any further step can be taken in the case. In British Columbia. 



Canada. a mandatory settlement conference conducted informally by a judge is part of a 

small claims court initiative.  

In a similar development, the Netherlands noted that it has recently initiated 

court-annexed mediation projects on an experimental basis in five different courts 

throughout the country. As part of the programme, judges can request that parties try to 

reach a solution with the help of a mediator in specific administrative and civil (including 

family mediation) cases. Further, in the United States, pursuant to a range of legislation, 

some state and federal courts require litigants to exhaust .ADR first as a matter of course, 

after a complaint is filed, before the trial can continue. For example, in Maine, in most 

civil cases, after filing a complaint in court, parties must schedule an ADR conference to 

try to resolve the dispute.¢X  

 

B. Provisions prohibiting or limiting recourse to ADR  

Some countries have provisions prohibiting or limiting recourse to ADR. France, 

Germany and Italy noted that parties could not generally seek to resolve disputes involving 

inalicnable or non- disposable rights through ADR (e.g. divorce, familial disputes, etc.). 

Similarly, Mexico referred to legal provisions that prohibit certain matters such as familial 

conflicts and divorce to be resolved by arbitration0 in the United States, while the parties 

cannot be required to go through court-annexed ADR for certain disputes notably 

involving constitutional rights0, they can voluntarily agree to try to resolve them through 

private ADR.  

Denmark, Finland. Germany, Korea. Netherlands. Poland, Spain, Sweden and 

Switzerland have set up national ADR schemes to which recourse is not permitted for 

certain types of cases (e.g. below a specified monetary value) and¡¦or to certain parties [e.g. 

exclusion of business-to-government (B2G) disputes]. In the Netherlands certified 

complaints boards are not able to deal with a range of disputes including those relating to 

death, physical injury or illness. Further in Switzerland, under the Concordat (agreement 

on arbitration), the parties are not free to use arbitration if the case comes under the 

exclusive jurisdiction of a state authority.  

 

C. Exhaustion of APR  

Few Member countries report having specific provisions that would affect the validity 

of a contractual agreement to exhaust recourse through ADR prior to seeking redress 

through the courts,  



Korea, New Zealand, the United States and Spain indicated that contracts to exhaust 

ADR would, in practice, likely be enforceable. For example, in the United States, such a 

contract would generally be upheld unless the parties seeking to invalidate it can show that 

it was procured by fraud, duress, mistake, unconscionability or illegality. Australia, Canada 

and Japan reported that parties could enter contracts to exhaust ADR. However, they 

stressed that such contracts may be set aside or declared invalid by the court as an ¡§unfair 

contract term¡¨ or because of some other irregularity such as procurement by undue 

influence, violation of public policy or restriction on consumer access to ordinary legal 

remedies.  

The majority of European Union countries referenced the EL Directive on Unfair 

Contract Terms that, per Se, does not allow consumers to give up their right to go to court. 

They also mentioned national implementing legislation as ffirther bases on which a 

contract could be invalidated if its effect were to restrict access to ordinary legal remedies. 

For instance, Austria noted provisions in its Consumer Protection Act which declare 

invalid a contract that deprives a consumer of his/her right to bring a matter before court. 

Similarly, Italy referred to its Civil Code which states that any clauses in B2C contracts 

that concern or entail exceptions to the competence of judicial authorities are presumed to 

be abusive. Other countries to reference national legislation on unfair contract terms or the 

EU Directive in this context included Denmark, Finland, France, Italy. Netherlands, 

Sweden and the United Kingdom. In a simiLar but broader approach, Mexico noted that its 

Federal Consumer Protection Law also invalidates clauses that are generally ¡§against 

consumers¡¦ rights¡¨.  

 

D. Binding ADR  

In general there are no specific provisions that prohibit contractual agreements 

between parties to he bound by ADR after a dispute has arisen, and, a forriori. at the end of 

the ADR process. For example, Austria, France and Italy noted that in the case of 

agreements signed at the conclusion of an A.DR process, contractual autonomy is 

recognised and agreements signed by the parties will be binding according to contract law.  

However, the general practice appears to be that contractual provisions binding 

parties to ADR prior to a dispute having arisen may be regarded as an ¡§unfair¡¨ contract 

term or contrary to public policy, notably if it deprives the consumer to the right to go to 

court. Countries which adopted this approach included Australia. Austria, Canada, 

Denmark, Finland. italy, Japan, Netherlands, Spain and Sweden. Legislation in Sweden 



and France for example mandates that consumer contracts entcrcd prior to a dispute 

containing an arbitration clause are automatically invalid as unfair. Similarly, in the United 

Kingdom, an arbitration agreement is automatically void as unfair for consumers 

specifically if it rclates to a claim for a small amount.  

New Zealand and the United States noted that, in practice, a consumer is free to 

consent to be bound by ADR but that contract law will apply to ultimately determine the 

validity of a contract to engage in and he bound by ADR. For example, in the United 

States, a contract is not invalid simply because it deprives the consumer of the right to go 

to court-the validity of a contract in this situation is decided on a case-by-case basis. The 

general rule is that such contracts are valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, except where 

they violate general principles of contract law, such as fraud, duress or unconscionability. 

Legislation in Japan also indicates that an agreement to refer future disputes to arbitration 

is valid as long as it relates to determined relations of right and disputes arising therefrom.  

 

E. Implementation and judicial enforcement of ADR outcomes  

Many ADR outcomes are implemcnted by the consent of the parties and thus do not 

require further third-party intervention. However, when one party refuses to abide by an 

ADR agreement, many countries indicated that they have mechanisms for enforcement of 

ADR agreements. It remains unclear, in the B2C cross-border context, how an ADR 

outcome involving nationals from different countries can be enforced.  

Japan, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States indicated that ADR 

outcomes such as mediation or conciliation can be judicially enforced under basic contract 

principles. Other countries have specific legislative provisions that provide mechanisms for 

the enforcement of domestic ADR outcomes. For instance, in the Netherlands, agreements 

reached after a mediation procedure can generally be brought to court to be confirmed by a 

judge. Further in France, in cases of non-judicial conciliation, if the parties agree, the court 

may be asked to give binding force to their agreement.0  

Some countries also indicated that ADR agreements made during the course of 

proceedings (for examplc in the context of court- annexed ADR) can be given the stams of 

judgements on application to the court if both parties consent. Australia, France, Japan. the 

United States, and the United Kingdom referred to this approach. For instance, in France, 

the courts have a general conciliatory role such that if the parties reach settlement during a 

procedure, they may at any time ask the court to record their agreement or the court can 

itself prepare a conciliation agreement to be signed by the parties. Canada also indicated 



similarly that an ADR outcome can be enforced with the consent of the parties in which 

case an ADR agreement forms the basis of a consent order issued with the same status as 

any other court order.  

Austria, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Korea, Mexico. Poland, Spain, Switzerland and 

Turkey indicated that AD.R decisions rendered by bodies operating under national schemes 

can be enforced in some circumstances. For example in Mexico, under the Federal 

Consumer Protection Law, outcomes issued or agreements approved by PROFECO (the 

Consumer Protection Attorney¡¦s Office) under its conciliation and arbitration procedures 

have the nature of final judgements and must be fulfilled by the parties or enforced by the 

courts. Also in Austria, an outcome delivered by the relevant ADR body concerning 

Landlord and Tenant Law constitutes an ¡§executory title¡¨ and as such is therefore 

enforceable provided the dispute isn¡¦t pursued in court within four weeks of service of the 

ADR outcome. Conversely, Denmark and Finland indicated that the decisions or 

recommendations of Consumer Complaints Boards are not enforceable or binding.  

Finally, a few countries mentioned specific legislative limits on implementation of 

ADR outcomes awarded by particular statutory ADR bodies or in the context of arbitration. 

For example. in Japan. under the Law of Public Summons Procedure and Arbitration 

Procedure, either disputant can apply fbr the annulment of an award if one of a number of 

circumstances exist, including for instance, if the award requires a party to undertake an act 

prohibited by law. Under UK arbitration legislation, an arbitration agreement can be ¡§set 

aside¡¨ if the court is satisfied that the agreement is ¡§null and void¡¨, inoperable or 

incapable of being performed. Further, in the Nethet-lands, when the outcome of an 

arbitration or binding advice procedure is manifestly in conflict with public morals or 

public policy, its implementation will be affected.0 Other specific legislatie provisions 

exist in Czech Republic, France, Mexico. Poland, Switzerland. Turkey and the United 

States.  

 

II. PROCEfflJRAL SAFEGUARDS FOR ADR  

In some Member countries there are legal provisions imposing certain procedural 

safeguards for a broad range of ADR programmes. Other countries have procedural 

safeguards only for a particular type of ADR or ADR for a particular type of dispute.  

 

A. Confidentjalij-y  

The United States cited specific legislation providing for confidentiality of ADR 



proceedings or outcomes. The United States noted that there are some state-based 

regulations which ensure confidentiality. For example. Ohio¡¦s mediation confidentiality 

statute requires mediation communications to be confidential, subject to a number of 

exceptions.0  

Confidentiality rules for government-mn ADR schemes appear to vary. In Sweden the 

existing ADR body is a public authority such that all processes are usually public but a 

decision can be made confidential if it contains delicate personal or business information. 

A similar approach is taken in Poland where Court of Conciliation cases are public unless 

disclosure would be against public policy or would reveal state/business secrets. Similarly, 

in Denmark. Finland. and Korea, legislation aimed at ensuring public access to public 

processes applies to government run ADR bodies to override any agreement as to 

confidentiality. For example, in Denmark, the Open Administration Act would apply such 

that information regarding the proceeding of an A.DR or an ADR outcome can be given to 

a third party on demand.  

Conversely, in Switzerland, arbitration procedures in state-run bodies are usually 

confidential but if a party appeals against a decision, the appellate authority is entitled to 

all relevant information on the ADR process.  

Australia, France and Japan referred to safeguards applicable to ADR in the judicial 

context (or court-annexed ADR). For example. in France there are safeguards imported in 

the procedures of conciliation undertaken by judicial couciliators and mediation 

proceedings conducted by court appointed mediators. These safeguards notably guarantee 

the confidentiality of the proceedings. Further, in Japan. conciliation cases, under the Law 

of Conciliation of Civil AiThirs, are confidential but the parties and the persons interested 

in the case can request perusal or copying of the record of the case unless it would obstruct 

the keeping of the record or the functions of the court. Legislation in some countries 

actually deems information arising from an ADR process as inadmissible as evidence. For 

example, in Australia the Federal Court Act provides that evidence of anything said, or of 

any admission made at a court-annexed mediation session, is inadmissible in any court or 

proceedings.  

However, several Member countries indicated that, in practice. parties may be 

compelled under some circumstances to disclose information in relation to an ADR 

proceeding, regardless of whether the parties have agreed to keep the proceedings 

confidential. Australia. Canada, France, Italy. Mexico, Netherlands, New ZealandjD 

Switzerland and the United Kingdom outlined this approach. For example, Mexico noted 



that, under the Federal Consumer Protection Law, authorities, ADR providers and 

consumers must provide PROFECO, the Consumer Protection Attorney, with any 

information needed for legal procedures. Also, Australia and Canada noted that ADR 

practitioners (mediators, etc.) are ethically obliged to disclose certain information if that 

were necessary to prevent serious harm. Australia and Canada noted further that courts 

appear to have a general discretion in this context: they may respect confidentiality on the 

grounds of public interest but, equally, may decide that public interest considerations 

override the confidentiality agreement.  

 

B. Qualifications/neutrai it-v of APR provider  

Most Member countries indicated that there are legal provisions that specifically 

regulate the qualifications and neutrality of ADR practitioners in 

court-annexed/courtreferred ADR. Countries referring to such regulation include Australia. 

Canada, France. Japan. the Netherlands and the United States. For example. in France, the 

Code of Civil Procedure lays down requirements for judicial coneiliators and mediators, 

including for example that conciliators must have at least three years¡¦experienee in law, 

but there are no mandatory general conditions for non-judicial services. Further, in the 

United States, some state courts or legislatures impose training or experience standards on 

niediators who practice in state or court- funded mediation programmes.  

Austria, Denmark. Finland, Germany, Hungary Italy. Japan, Korea, Mexico, Poland, 

Slovak Republic. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland and the United Kingdom cited provisions 

regulating the qualifications and neutrality of A.DR practitioners in statutory ADR bodies. 

For instance, in Denmark, the legislation establishing the Consumer Complaints Board has 

provisions that detail how the board is to be composed (and therefore who can act as an 

intennediary).  

There also appear to be some rules on qualifications and neutrality of general A.DR 

services in some Member countries. Australia referred to state territory legislation that 

deals with accreditation of mediators. Japan reported that competent ministers must certify 

organisations that intend to settle privacy/personal information disputes. Japan also 

reported that people who engage in A.DR ¡§for profit¡¨ must be qualified as lawyers in 

principle. in the United States, ADR providers are largely unregulated, In most states. a 

person can offer private mediation services without taking a class. passing a test or having 

a special license or certification. In practice, however, most independent mediation 

programmes and mediation membership organisations impose their own training or 



experience standards on mediators.W Finally, New Zealand noted that practising lawyers 

usually provide ADR and arc subject to ethical requirements and disciplinary procedures. 

Czech Republic and Mexico also cited provisions applying in the context of arbitration. 

For example, in Mexico, the Federal Consumer Protection Law contains regulations for 

registration of independent arbitrators in consumer disputes.  

 

C. Other procedural safeguards  

Canada, Czech Republic [only business-to-business (B2B) ], Japan, Mexico (only 

B2B). Netherlands, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States statcd that 

certain procedural safeguards applied to arbitration For example, in New Zealand. the 

Arbitration Act 1996 contains a number of procedural requirements and provides that 

agreements may be set aside if the party making the application was not given proper 

notice of the appointment of an arbitrator or of the arbitral proceedings or was otherwise 

unable to present that party¡¦s case.  

Australia, Austria, Denmark, Finland, Jtaly. Korea. Mexico. Netherlands, Poland. 

Spain, Sweden and Switzerland indicated that public authorities and bodies conducting 

national or state ADR schemes must observe certain safeguards. For instance, in Korea. 

legal provisions outline some procedural safeguards that apply to the ADR processes 

conducted by the Consumer Dispute Settlement Committee, such as composition of the 

Committee. term of its members, quorum for decisions, and deadlines for reaching a 

decision.  

In terms of general regulation of ADR processes. the [nited States cited some specific 

provisions governing procedures for B2C disputes over warranties. The Magnuson Moss 

Warrants- Act requires the US Federal Trade Commission to establish mininiun. 

requirements for disputes resolution procedures. As such, any consumer dispute resolution 

mechanism under the Act must. inter a/ia, he able to settle disputes independently. -ithout 

influence from the parties involved; follow written procedures: and provide each party an 

opportunity to present its side, to submit supporting materials and to rebut points made by 

the other part. There are also some state-based regulations which uphold the right to 

representation in niediation negotiations. For example, Alaska and North Dakota statutes 

prohibit mediators from excluding an attorney from the mediation table.  

Aside from legal provisions, some other regulatory initiatives that seek to import 

safeguards into ADR were noted. Both the EU Commission Recommendation on the 

Principles Applicable to the Bodies Responsible for Out-of-Court Settlement of Consumer 



Disputes and Benchmarks for Industry-Based Dispute Resolution (a co¡Xregulatory 

initiative) in Australia were cited in this context.  

New Zealand and the United Kingdom also noted that some procedural safeguards 

may be introduced into ADR processes in a ¡§de facto¡¨ sense, given that mediators. 

conciliators and other third party neutrals are often required to adhere to professional codes 

of conduct. For instance, in New Zealand most ADR is undertaken by lawyers who are 

subject to ethical requirements and disciplinary procedures which may serve to introduce 

some procedural safeguards. particularly around independence, impartiality and 

transparency.  

Finally, the United States mentioned the existence of voluntan guidelines for ADR 

providers conducting B2C disputes.  

 

III. THE PATCHWORK OF EXISTING ADR MECHANISMS  

No Member country reported the existence of an overarching regulatory framework 

for B2C ADR. However, many countries described provisions that apply to B2C disputes 

in specific contexts. Rules have been developed for different types of ADR depending on 

the subject matter of the dispute (e.g privacy) or the underlying transaction (e.g insurance, 

telecommunications) the size. value and complexity of the dispute; whether arbitration or 

mediation is involved, etc.  

Most countries offer some sort of government-established. funded or run programme 

to resolve certain B2C¡¦ disputes. These programmes can be split into two categories: 

mixed public-private ADR and government-established, funded or run ADR.  

 

A. Mixed public-private ADR  

Some countries have developed ADR schemes that result from a mix of public 

sector-private sector initiatives. For example. Australia has legislation through which 

industry-developed codes of conduct (which often incorporate ADR provisions) can be 

made mandatory. For example, an Australian franchising code of conduct provides for the 

referral of franchising disputes to the Office of the Mediation AdviseL Australia also has a 

mix of public-private sector initiatives in the privacy area, which provide that if the 

consumer and business are unable to resolve privacy disputes between themselves, the 

consumer can request that an independent person investigate the complaint. Where the 

business concerned is subject to an approved privacy code that includes a mechanism for 

handling complaints, the independent investigator will be an adjudicator nominated under 



the code. Where the business is not subject to an approved privacy code, the Federal 

Privacy Commissioner will handle the complaint. In Austria, in the area of 

telecommunications, an independent industry body sen-es, inter a/ia, as a conciliation 

office, and telecommunication providers are obliged to participate in the procedure.  

The Slovak Republic reported legislation that entitles nongovernmental consumer 

associations to mediate disputes arising between consumers and business There are two 

umbrella consumer associations operating in the whole of the country as well as several 

regional organisations. Slovak distance and doorstep selling legislation also entitles 

consumer associations to mediate disputes in that sector.  

 

B. Government-established, funded or run APR  

General consumer complaint bodies  

Member countries have established a variety of consumer complaint bodies to deal 

generally with B2C ADR. Denmark and Finland have established consumer complaints 

boards, and Australia. Germany, Hungary, Japan. Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, Spain, 

Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey have established a variety of other related mechanisms. 

In addition, Poland described an ADR scheme which is a more formal or ¡§court-like¡¨ 

ADR body, the Court of Conciliation. This ADR body was established by the Act on Trade 

Inspection and involves a fonnal process commenced by tiling a motion before the court. 

The parties subm it to the courts processes voluntarily, but once the authority and 

procedures of the court are accepted, its decisions are binding equally to the verdicts of 

common courts and there is no right of appeal. In contrast to this formal procedure, the 

United States reported that many state attorney generals offices or consumer protection 

agencies offer voluntary informal dispute resolution programmes to resolve 82C disputes. 

 

Complaint mechanisms for specific industry sectors or specific types of disputes  

A number of Member countries also have established government-run B2C ADR 

schemes or bodies that deal only with consumer complaints from a particular industry or 

sector or particular kinds of disputes.  

Australia, Austria, Canada, Finland, Germany, Italy, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, 

Spain. Sweden, and Switzerland reported such government-run schemes. For example, iii 

Mexico the National Commission for Medical Arbitration has been established to deal with 

the arbitration of disputes related to the provision of medical services. Mexico also 

reported legislation that mandates presentation of claims in the financial services area 



before the National Commissioii for the Defence of Financial Services Users.a In Canada, 

the Financial Services Commission of Ontario has been established with a mandate to 

resolve motor vehicle insurance disputcs through mediation and arbitration. In Italy, the 

lawprovides for arbitration and conciliation committees to be set up to resolve B2B as well 

as B2C disputes in rcspect of the provision of tourism services.  

Canada, Korea and New Zealand mentioned government-run or funded schemes in 

the pri-acy area. In Korea, the lawe provides that any person who wants a dispute over 

his/her personal information mediated can file an application with the Dispute Mediation 

Committee0that in estigates the case and proposes a draft mediation to the parties within a 

60-day period. In Canada. legal provisions provide that the Privacy Commissioner may 

either encourage complainants to try to settle privacy complaints directly with the 

organisation, or initiate his.her own investigations. The Commissioner can make 

recommendations to an organisation. make public any information about the personal 

privacy practices of an organisation. or take a complaint to the federal court of Canada. In 

New Zealand, the laws requires the Privacy Commissioner to use his best endeavours to 

secure a settlement. The method of ADR is not prescribed. in practice, the Privacy 

Commissioners complaints process mostly utilises assisted negotiation in conjunction with 

an inquisitorial process. Where appropriate, the Commissioner will use mediation.  

In addition, Australia, Austria, France, Netherlands, and Sweden described special 

requirements for tenancy disputes. In the Netherlands, the Act on Rental of Public Housing 

gives tenants the option of bringing their complaint before one of the Tenants Complaints 

Boards. The parties are deemed to have reached an agreement. as laid down in the decision 

of the Board, if none of them resorts to the court in the same matter within two months. 

 

Court-annexed ADR  

As regards court-annexed or court-referred ADR, Australia, Canada, France, 

German¡¦c italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States described programmes 

through which courts could refer disputes to ADR. As an example, France mentioned a 

scheme that provides for judicial conciliation under which a judge may designate a 

conciliator to assist in amicable dispute resolution if the parties agree. The conciliator must 

hear the submissions of the parties and at the end of the procedure. inform the judge of the 

outcome of the process. If an agreement is reached, it is submitted to the judge for formal 

approval; otherwise, the case continues before the court.  

 



C. Regulation of ADR outside the B2C realm  

Although not a key focus of this research, some Member countries brietly discussed 

regulation outside the 132C realm and referred to specific provisions applying to the ADR 

of B2B, consumer-to-consumer (C2C), B2G, and consumer-to-government (C2G) disputes.  

In particular, Australia, France, Italy, Korea. and Switzerland reported 

government-run ADR schemes for disputes involving government. For example. Australian 

provisions* prescribe conFerences (conciliation) and mediation with respect to 

administrative decisions by the Commonwealth that may involve business, or consumer. to 

government matters (for example, taxation), or for the conciliation of consumer complaints 

against government agencies (for example, disability access, racial discrimination). In 

Switzerland, some Cantons (regional administrations) have established ombudsman 

systems for resolution of C20 disputes and disputes between government employees and 

superiors. Further in Korea, the Environment Dispute Resolution Committee and the 

Administrative Appeals Committee have been established to manage a range of disputes 

involving B2G and C2G disputes in the environmental area. 

 

CONCLUSION  

The results of the questionnaire highlight that there is not a single set of rules 

governing ADR. Different rules have developed in different contexts. In a number of areas 

the existing legal framework provides guidance to potential parties to an ADR procedure at 

the national level. For example, many countries regulate the provision of arbitration 

services. However, there are fewer regulations that would generally govern the provision 

of less formal types of B2C ADR. What regulation there is typically addresses the 

provision of ADR through mechanisms established, funded or run by governments.  

The OECD has focussed on flexible and informal ADR mechanisms designed for the 

online world. Here, no Member country reported the existence of specific legal provisions 

although most exprcsscd an interest in promoting fair and cffective online ADR as a way 

to resolve small value B2C disputes, particularly cross-border disputes. Looking more 

speciflcally at the cross-border context, there do appear to be national differences as to the 

validity of agreements to submit to ADR, the procedural principles for use during an ADR. 

confidentiality and security of proceedings. validity of settlement agreements arising out of 

an ADR. and the availability of enforcement mechanisms.  

The OECD Guidelines /br Consumer Protection in the Context of Electivnic 

Commerce suggest that ADR. may provide a means for addressing consumer concerns in 



the electronic marketplace. National differences in existing legal frameworks on ADR may 

affect the operability of ADR in the cross-border contcxt. Member countries, businesses 

and consumers need to be aware of what kinds of ADR programmes are offered in 

different countries and what rules they operate under. This document provides an important 

tool to facilitatc such awareness.  

 

 

 

註釋 

○The main legal instrument targeting online ADR is the EU Directive (2000/31 /EC) on 

electronic commerce. This instrument encourages online ADR but does not impose any 

legal requirements on it.  

○In addition, OECD Member countries have adopted guidelines related to the protection 

of consumers online that call for meaningful access to fair and timely ADR without 

undue cost or hurden  

○Article 17, Act of 6 July 1989 concerning leases of dwelling houses.  

○Maine Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 16B  

○Article 615 of the Federal Civil Procedures Code.  

○The Alternative Dispute Resolution Act states that courts cannot refer parties to ADR 

after Litigation has been filed if the dispute is based on constitutional rights, concerns 

equal rights protection and voting or the relief sought consists of money damages of an 

amount greater than USD 150 000.  

○Article 9 of the Decree of 20 March 1978.  

○5cc for arbitration procedures, Code of Civil Procedure art I 065 I e and for binding 

advice procedures, Civil Codebook 7 art 902  

○In addition. ADR experts in the United States are worLing on a Draft Uniform 

Mediation Act, which sets forth a general requirement for confidentiality of mediations 

and enumerates several specific exceptions. These exceptions include: waiver; 

communications relating to the ongoing or future commission of a crime, record of a 

signed agreement: meeting and records open by law and public policy mediations: 

evidence of child abuse and neglect; evidence of professional misconduct or malpractice 

by the mediator; evidence of professional misconduct; or malpractice by a party or 

representative of a party. 

○m New Zealand, the Arbitration Act 1996 prohibits the disclosure of information 



revealed during an arbitration unless the parties agree.  

○cf Draft Uniform Mediation Act mentioned above.  

○See for the United States: www.adr.or2: www.arh-forurn.com 

ww.jamsadrcom/.arbitrationauide.asn.  

○See Lcrw jar the Protection and Defe¡¦icc qf the Financial Services Use,:  

○Act n580 of the 29/12/1993.  

○Act on the promotion of information and communications network utilisation and 

information protection (last amendment on 16 January 2001).  

○Established under the Ministry of Information and Communication.  

○Privacy Act, 1993.  

○The Privacy Commissioner is government funded, but is structurally an independent 

Crown entity.  

○The Commonwealth Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975 and human rights 

legislation. 

 

 

 

ANNEX 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON LEGAL PROVISIONS RELATED TO 

BUSINESS-TO-CONSUMER ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE 

RESOLUTION IN RELATION TO PRIVACY AND CONSUMER 
PROTECTION  

 

For governments, please answer the questions with regard to any ¡§legal 

provisions¡¨-any domestic laws or regulations, including court decisions (case law), or 

con¡¦entions, treaties or other international legal instnmients to which your country is party. 

For non-government stakeholders, please answer with regard to any ¡§legal 

provisions¡¦-any domestic laws or regulations, including court decisions (case law), or 

conventions, treaties or other international legal instruments of which you are aware. 

 

Questions  

When answering the questions belon, please:  

－Focus on business-to-consumer (B2C) alternative dispute resolution (AUR). 



However, where informative for the B2C environment, answers may discuss other 

fonns of ADR, such as business-to-business. consumer-to-consumer, 

business-togoverrnnent or consumer-to-government ADR.  

－Focus on any legal provisions, but as they particularly apply to privacy and 

consumer protection.  

－Focus on informal B2C ADR mechanisms (such as assisted negotiation and 

mediation). However, where appropriate, answers may discnss 62C arbitration.  

－Distinguish, where appropriate, among: legal provisions addressing B2C ADR 

generally; legal provisions addressing B2C ADR on a sectoral basis; and legal 

provisions that may not mention ADR, but that could nonetheless impact ADR (for 

privacy and consumer protection disputes, in particular).  

－lndicate any differences between use of B2C ADR for disputes arising in a 

domestic context as opposed to those with a cross-border element.  

 

In addition, please recall that we use the term ¡§legal provisions¡¨ in a generic, general and 

inclusive sense.  

 

A. Specific ADR provisions  

1. Are there legal provisions that specifically address B2C ADR (either addressing 

B2C ADR generally or addressing l32C ADR on a sectoral basis) ? If yes, please describe 

the provisions.  

2. Are there legal provisions that specifically address other forms of ADR (either 

generally or on a seetoral basis), such as business-to-business, consurner-to-consun-ier, 

business-to-government or consumer-to-government ADR? If yes. please describe the 

provisions.  

 

B. Recourse to ADR  

3. Are there legal provisions that would prevent or inhibit recourse to ADR for certain 

types or categories of disputes?If so, please explain the provisions and their application.  

4. Are there provisions that would require or encourage recourse to ADR for certain 

types or categories of disputes? If so. please explain the provisions and their application.  

 

C Exhaustion of remedies through ADR  

5. Would a contractual agreement by the parties (such as a business and a consumer) 



to exhaust recourse through ADR before they can seek redress through courts be against 

any legal provisions? If so, please reference the provisions.  

6. Are there legal provisions that would require or encourage parties to exhaust 

recourse to ADR before seeking redress in courts? If so, please reference the provisions.  

 

D. Contractually binding ADR  

7. Are there legal provisions that would prevent or inhibit a contractual agreement by 

parties (such as by a business and a consumer) to be bound by the outcome of ADR, if 

aareement to the contract came:  

a. Prior to a dispute arising?  

b. After a dispute arose, but before an ADR process had begun?  

c At the end of the ADR process (transaction)?  

8. Are there legal provisions that would encourage or explicitly permit a contractual 

agreement by parties (such as by a business and a consumer) to be bound by the outcome 

of 1DR. if agreement to the contract came:  

a. Prior to a dispute arising?  

b. After a dispute arose, but before an ADR process had begun?  

c. At the end of the ADR process (transaction)?  

9. If the parties can agree to be bound, are thcre legal provisions that could prevent or 

inhibit, totally or partially, implementation of the ADR outcome? Please state under which 

circumstances this could be so.  

 

E. Judicial enforcement  

10. Can an ADR outcome be judicially enforced? Under which circumstances?  

 

F. Procedure  

Are there legal provisions that would require certain procedural safeguards to be in 

place during an ADR proccss?  

a. In general?  

b. Any special, or particular, rights for consumers or users?  

c. Any special. or particular, rights for businesses?  

 

G. ConfIdentia1ity 

12. If the parties and ADR provider agree to keep information on an ADR proceeding 



and or outcome confidential, are there legal provisions that would require disclosure undcr 

any circumstances? If so, which circumstances?  

 

H. ADR services  

13. Are there any legal provisions that address who can offer B2C ADR services?  

14, Are there any legal provisions that address who can sen-c as a neutral in an ADR 

proceeding?  

15. Are there any other legal provisions relating to the activity of ADR providers, 

including the cost of ADR for either users and consumers or businesses?  

 

I. Other  

16. Are there any other legal requirements or restrictions applicable to AD.R that 

have not been addressed above? 
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This note provides information on the preparation of the OECDAPEC Global Forum: 

Policy Frameworks for the Digital Economy which will take place at the Sheraton Waikiki, 

Honolulu. HI. U.S., 14-17 January 2003. The main Forum will take place on 15-16 January 

with connected events on 14 and 17 January. Please note that the draft Programme is 

provided for illustrative purposes only and requires extensive consultation with many 

partners. These includc the OECD Member countries, in many committees and within the 

OECD Secretariat, APEC and its Membcr economies, business and other non¡Xgovernment 

entities. Input is welcomed. The Forum is being organised by the Directorate for Science, 

Technology and Industry. 

 

The OECD Global Forum on the Digital Economy is one of eight ¡§Global Forums¡¨ 

managed by the OECD¡¦s Centre for Cooperation with Non-Mem bers 

(www.oecd.org/ccnm). Their objective is to deepen and extend relations with non-OECD 

economies in fields where the OECD has particular expertise and where global dialogue is 

importanr The Global Forum on the Digital Economy will highlight policy directions for 

the future development of the global digital economy and information society. 

 

Information is also aailable at the Forum page on the OECD web site at 

www.oecd.org/sti. Contacts: John Dryden (j.hn.dn¡¦dencaoecd,org) Tel i-33 1 4524 9373: 

Fax -¡¥-33 1 4430 6256: Asako Takahashi (asakotakahashi@oecdojg) Tel ¡X33 1 4524 

9951; Fax+33 144306259.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OECD-APEC GLOBAL FORUM: POLICY FRAMEWORKS FOR THE 

DIGITAL ECONOMN 

THE SHERATON WAIKIKI, HONOLULU, HI, U.S., 14-17 ANUARY 2003  

 

Introduction  

1. This Forum, a joint initiative of the OECD0 and APEC, follows the series of major 

international conferences organised by the OECD on the theme of electronic commerce, 

the global digital economy and information societ The United States Government, as hosts 

of the Forum, designated the City and County of Honolulu as host city and the Pacific 

International Center For High Technology Research (PICHTR) as the organising institution. 

The OECD Global Forum on the Digital Economy is one of eight ¡§Global Forums¡¨ 

managed by the OECD¡¦ s Centre for Co-operation with Non- Members0. Their objective is 

to deepen and extend relations with non-OECD economies in fields where the OECD has 

particular expertise and where global dialogue is important.  

2. The Global Forum is intended to highlight policy directions for the future 

development of the global digital economy and information society and to stress the 

importance of the coherence and consistency of those policy frameworks. The issues 

selected for particularly close attention in the Forum arc of high priority and interest for 

both the OECD and APEX but are nevertheless important on a global basis.  

 

Co-operation between APEC and the OECD  

3. From the OECD¡¦s perspective, these conferences are sonic of the most visible 

external signs of the Organisation¡¦s multidisciplinary activities on these issues. The 

OECD¡¦s work, coming from almost every committee and every directorate of the 

Organisation. ranges from statistics and quantitatix e work to policy analysis, guidelines 

and recommendations on best practices. In recent years the four-part ¡§Blueprint¡¨ for 

electronic commerce of access, trust, regulatory framework and ¡§maximising and sharing 

the benefits¡¨ has been the guide. More recently efibrts have been made to bring this work 

into a broader goal of an inclusive digital, knowledge-based economy and information 

society. Work is carried out in co-ordination with other stakeholder groups, from global 

business groups, labour and civil society organisations to the many other international 

organisations active in this field. The conferences bring together these stakeholders to 

promote policy coherence and to discuss appropriate policy directions and frameworks for 

co-ordinated action. From APEC¡¦s perspective it marks a further step in international 



co-operation in recognition of the many priority issues in common with the OECD. Digital 

economy matters are discussed intensively in APEC in many of its working groups and 

fora, and have been drawn together in the e-APEC Strategy that has the goals of 

developing I) market structures to promote greater use of IT, 2) the legal and regulatory 

regime needed to promote c-business and investment in infrastructure, and 3) the training 

and investment needed to assure that all APEC citizens can access the Internet and use 11 

to better their lives.  

4. Apart from having seven countries in common. APEC and the OECD have a long 

history of cooperation in the domain of the digital economy and share many objectives. 

APEC economies participate in various programmes of the OECD¡¦s Centre for 

Co-operation with Non-Members (CCNM), in particular on matters relating to the digital 

economy. APEC economies have participated throughout the whole series of major 

conferences on electronic commerce and all APEC economies have been invited to each 

event since 1999. The present event is, however, the second joint conference of the two 

entities and represents a return to closer co-operation in the first global conference on the 

Tnformation Tnfrastructure that was a joint effort by the OECD, APEC and PECC0, in 

Vancouver, February 1995.  

 

Previous OECD Conferences on Electronic Commerce  

The first OECD Conference ¡§Dismantling the Barriers to (ilohal Electronic 

Commerce. took place in Turku, Finland in 1997. The second, at Ministerial level, ¡§A 

Borderless World: Realising the Potential of Global Electronic Commerce¡¨. in Ottawa in 

1998, produced several Ministerial Declarations in key areas, an Action Plan for the OECD 

and reviewed self-regulatory actions undertaken by the business community. The third, the 

¡§OECD Forum on Electronic Commerce¡¨. at the OECD in Paris in late 1 999. took stock 

of the first year¡¦s progress after Ottawa and highlighted the areas where much remained to 

be accomplished.  

Among the emerging themes at that meeting was the recognition of the issue of 

differences in access between and within economies (what came to be known as the 

¡§digital divide¡¨) and the need for the OECD to build upon its outreach to non-member 

economies and to all stakeholder communities. In addition, the ¡§regulation versus self- 

regulation¡¨ debate changed. An integrated effort to develop an effective mix of the two 

approaches was considered to he more appropriate, and the policy formulation process 

should he more inclusive. The fourth, ¡§The OFCD Emerging Market Fconom Forum on 



Electronic Commerce¡¨. took place in January 2001 in I)ubai, LZA,E+ and was the first of 

its kind to be held outside the OEC.D¡¦s own membership. This event served to share 

long-term visions for electronic commerce as a platform ¡Efor future prosperity and full 

participation in the global electronic marketplace and explored the commonality of. and 

differences between, policy priorities of the OECD and the non-member economies. 

Drawing together the OECD¡¦s s ork on economic growth with international initiatives such 

as the DOT Force, the Forum highlighted the importance of the coherence of policies for 

electronic commerce within the broader framework of economic, social and development 

policies.  

 

Pre- and post-Forum events  

5. The OECD-APEC ¡§Global Forum: Policy Frameworks for the Digital Economy¡¨ 

will take place on 15-16 January 2003. It will be preceded on 14 January by two parallel 

events: the Public Voice Conference, organised by civil society groups, and a Business 

Forum. organised by the business community. On 17 January. there will he a so  

special half-day meeting focussed on major international initiatives on ICTs for 

development. It will permit follow up of the work of the DOT Force Implementation 

Teams0, the UN-ICT Task Force0 and preparation for the World Summit on the 

Information Society0. The programmes for these meetings will be developed respectively 

by a consortiui.u of civil society bodies led by EPI. the business community (notably the 

ICC) under the aegis of BlAC0. and responsible persons associated with the international 

groups named.  

 

Rationale for the Forum  

6. The focus of the Conference is the need for coherent policy frameworks for the 

global digital economy. The OECD¡¦s work has repeatedly stressed (in the Growth Study, 

work on the Knowledge Based Economy and, the experience gained from work on 

electronic commerce) that ICT policies need to be expressed in a coherent manner in 

parallel to other policy elements. These other elements can be articulated in different ways. 

One OECD approach is to consider ¡§seizing the benefits of lCTs¡¨ as complementary to 

¡§harnessing innovation and technology diffusion¡¨. ¡§enhancing human capital¡¨. and 

¡§fostering firm creation and entrepreneurship¡¨ the whole in a context of ¡§getting the 

fundamentals right¡¨ (i.e. macro-economic, governance, market function and social 

conditions). However, there is now a need to re-examine policymaking in the light of the 



need to develop the foundations of ICT-based economic growth and social development (a 

¡§digital economy¡¨ and an ¡§information society¡¨). The foundations must be strong, 

dynamic and innovative but also soundly based and inclusive of all stakeholders. both 

within and outside the OECD membership. Building on preceding work, the conference 

will therefore seek to capture new ideas and continue the process of widening the exchange 

of policy relevant information on strategies for the digital economy. This will mean both a 

broader focus and more inclusive audience than previous events, which were targeted to 

electronic commerce policies and strategy.  

 

What is new?  

7, The situation has changed since the OECD Ministerial Conference in Ottawa in 

1998. Economic slowdown and crisis in the industry from 2000 and the terrorist outrages 

of September 2001 have spurred a rethink. What is ¡§new¡¨ and why are these themes 

appropriate for the OECD to discuss at this time? Is there a need for new directions, 

statements, and consensus regarding policy principles¡¦?  

－The strong economic growth in many OECD countries throughout the 1 990s was 

partly credited to productivity gains associated with TCTs The work of the OECD 

has demonstrated that there certainly is a ¡§New Economy¡¨-in some respects and 

that ICTs and electronic commerce are now key elements of growth and 

productivity. They are credited with driving the ¡§long boom¡¨ of the 1990s. but 

also blamed for the current slowdown. Inevitably, policymakers are looking to 

ICTs to restart growth. The digital economy has ¡§emerged¡¨ and it is time to look 

at its place in the overall (knowledge-based) economy.  

－There is also a new awareness of role of ICTs in linking economic and 

sustainability (i.e. environmental and social) objectives. Indeed, ICTs have a new 

unfamiliar role - as a new platform for growth and development-but also for 

globalisation and interdependence. ICT and c-commerce policies have a new place 

in overall policy framework for economic and social goals. Thus, policy coherence 

is the watchword for the new framework for knowledge-based economics.  

－We have a new risk environment. This can mean vulnerability due to the growing 

dependence of economies and societies on the availability and functionality of 

information and communications technologies and infrastructures. It can also mean 

looking ¡§beyond the hype¡¨ to draw lessons from the over-exuberant behaviour of 

financial and securities markets in the late 1990s.  



－The new securilv challenges posed by the pervasive nature of information systems 

and networks are at the very heart of the digital economy and information society. 

These were accentuated by the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001. How can 

one achieve security, while preserving important societal values such as privacy 

and individual freedom? What. from an economic standpoint, do security, trust and 

confidence mean and how can one measure them and their costs? How can one 

instil a new culture of securiti for the digital world in which all actors play their 

appropriate part?  

－The anticipated coming phase of innovation-leg growth will be accompanied by the 

rollout of some new technologies including a number of alternativc broadband 

infrastructures and third generation mobile technologies. The scope and extent of 

the services and content that will be enabled by the new possibilities offered are as 

yet unclear. Common reflection on the policy challenges and opportunities for 

meeting business, economic and social goals is needed.  

－It may be time, as well, to look at the new polin¡¦ tv/c for governments. Does the 

current economic context call for reexamination of the consensus regarding the 

roles of government, business and civil society? Is it still ¡§premature¡¨ for 

government to be pro-active?  

－In fact there are new partners among the stakeholders. The global information and 

communication technologies are relentless drivers of globalisation. Civil society 

has joined international business as an indispensable interlocutor in most policy 

formulation processes. New platforms for public- private co-operation may help 

achieve policy goals and exploit the technological and market opportunities created 

by the digital econorn  

－We have new p/avers on the scene. These include the ¡§emerging market 

economies¡¨. Together, China, Brazil and India together make up half the 

population of the world. Compared to the OECD countries they currently have 

relatively low connectivity in terms of the main indicators of teledensity and 

Internet penetration. However, they may be approaching a phase of rapid growth in 

take-up and implementation of ICTs. Lower-income developing countries. too, as 

well as emerging market economies can benefit from implementing national 

c-strategies. The ¡§digital divide¡¨, of course, has both within-country and 

between-country dimensions and both aspects need attention. Broadening and 

deepening the global electronic marketplace and global information society holds 



benefits for developed and developing countries alike Subjects such as ICT, 

poverty reduction and development, initiatives such as the DOT Force. the UN-ICT 

Task Force and the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) would not 

have attracted much attention only five years ago.  

－A consequence of these trends is the need for new approaches and new 

co-operative links by global and regional international organi sations-particu larly 

concerning digital divide and digital opportunity.  

 

Themes of the Forum  

8. The Forum has three themes. Each of them are urgent and of great importance on a 

global scale and of particularly high priority for OECD and APEC economies. The choice 

of themes has been made consistent with the agenda priorities of several top-level 

gatherings in 2002, including the OECD Council at ministerial level in May 2002 and of 

the 0-8 Kananaskis Summit in June 2002. The themes are:  

－The economy - creating the policy environment that promotes the role of JCTs and 

electronic con.merce in economic recovery, growth. productivity and job creation 

over the coming decade.  

－Security and trust - creating a culture of security; from cyber terrorism and cyber 

crime to consumer and user trust, authentication, etc.  

－Global participation - creating an inclusive global information society. 

c-government and ICTs for development.  

 

Objectives  

9. The objectives of the Honolulu Forum are to:  

－Gain understanding of the policy implications of the challenges and opportunities 

raised by the next decade of development of the global digital economy and 

information society and enrich the debate on new and upcoming policy issues.  

－Encourage the coherence of policies for ¡§c-issues¡¨ within the broader framework 

of economic, social and development policies and promote consensus on broad 

principles of policy strategies to ensurc greatest participation in global infoniiation 

society and to maximise and widely share the benefits of the global digital 

economy.  

－Clari¡¦ the roles of the various stakeholders (governments. business, civil society, 

international bodies) notably thc evolving role of governments in the electronic 



environment.  

－Highlight the potential requirements for international cooperation, including the 

longer term strategic role of entities such as the OECD and APEC,  

－Work on e-commerce since 1997 has aimed at creating greater policy consensus, 

bringing international organisations together and ititer alici clarifying roles of 

different stakeholders. This forum should move the policy agenda further.  

 

Participation  

10. About 300-500 participants are envisaged, in line with previous OECD events in 

this series. In addition to the OECD and APEC members (44 economies in all) about 25 

other economies will be invited to include both emerging market and developing 

economies from all geographical zones. Business and civil society organisations will play a 

significant role in the main Forum as well as being invited to organise the Business Forum 

and Public Voice Conference which have been a successful feature of previous gatherings. 

Invitations will also go to a wide range of international organisations. These range from 

intergovernmental bodies from the UN family and other global organisations, to regional 

bodies  

 

Status of the discussions and Forum outputs  

11. The Honolulu Forum is pitched at high working level and is informal. All 

participants, without exception, do SO in their perconal capacity. This convention, which is 

normal practicc for events in the OECD¡¦s programme of co-operation with non-members, 

is adopted to encourage open and frank debate. In addition, thc working sessions are 

structured so as to leave adequate opportunity for open discussion between the speakers 

and the floor. The Forum will not yield formal decisions, agreements or declarations. 

Statements, including summing-up and concluding statements by the Chair, the moderators, 

the Rapporteur and the representatives of the OECD and APEC are made in good faith but 

do not engage the other participants, the OECD, APEC or their Member economies. 

However, it is intended that the discussions will help to crystallise ideas. clarify issues and 

influence the actions taken in other appropriatc fora.  

 

Preparatory Documentation  

12. Preparatory documentation prepared by the OECD Secretariat will include the 

Programme, Practical Information and an Issues Paper. In addition there will be a report on 



the Current and Projected International Activities in the domain of the Digital Economy of 

the various stakeholders, notably the international and regional bodies, including the 

OECD. The OECD Secretariat and other participants will provide other documents that 

refer to individual sessions. These documents, along with presentation materials will be 

posted, with the permission of the authors, on the Forum web site.  

 

Outputs  

13. The main outputs (¡§deliverables¡¨) emerging from the conference will be 

presented in a Closing Statement. This will be prepared by the two organisations, amended 

as necessary during the course of the Conference and delivered by a main speaker, 

tentatively intended to be the OECD Secretary General or Deputy Secretary General. This 

document would be submitted to the various APEC and OECD groups. committees, etc., 

for whatever action these groups see fit to implement; and a Rapporteur¡¦s report, a factual 

summary account of the presentations and discussions of the various sessions.  

14. In addition. dra¡¦% ing on the proceedings of the Conference. the group may wish 

to oiler a contribution for transmission to other entities or landmark events such as the 

World Summit on the Information Society. The latter will take place in Geneva on 10- 1 2 

December 2003. 

 

 

註釋 

○http: /www.oecdg Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development  

○hup://www.apecsec.ore. su As ia-Pacific Economic Co-operation 

○http://www.uichtrorg/ Pacific International Center For High Technology  

Research  

○hiwi www.oecd.org ccnm OECD Centre for Co-operanon with Non- Members  

○hift://vw.pecc.net Pacific Economic Cooperatioo Council 

○hup://wwwdofforcepg Digital Opportunity Taskfbrce  

○http://unicnaskforce,org/ United Nations Information and Communication Technologies 

Task Force  

○jipii/wv.itu.int/wsis/ World Summit on the information Society 

○httn://wwepicpg/. Electronic Privacy Information Center  

○http://www.iccwhoofg4. International Chamber of Commerce 

○httn://www.biacqf Business and Lndustry Advisory Committee to the OECD 
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I. introduction  

1 . The OECD Guidelines for Consumer Protection iii the Context of Electronic 

Conunerce (the Guidelines) set out the core characteristics for effective consumer for 

online business-to- consumer (B2C) transactions. Developed by the Committee on 

Consumer Policy (CCP). and approved by the OECD council on 9 December 1999. the 

Guidelines aim to ensure that consumers are no less protected online than when they buy 

from their local store or order from a catalogue. They also aim to encourage consumers to 

take advantage of all tools available to strengthen their position as buyers. In approving the 

Guidelines, the Council instructed the CCP to exchange information on progress and 

experiences in implementing the Guidelines and report to the council in 2002. This report 

summarises the results of implementation activities in OECD countries and includes in an 

Annex a table with selected activities organised on a eountiy-by-country basis. The report 

also touches on the emerging role of consumers in the digital economy, describes a number 

of initiatives through which the CCP has itself continued to address issues raised in the 

Guidelines, and identifies several areas that the Committee has singled out for future 

attention.  

 

Consumers in the global digital economy  

2. The three years that have elapsed since the release of the Guidelines have seen a 

gradual evolution in the B2C online marketplace. Much attention has been focussed on the 

dramatic rise and fall of market valuations for Internet firms and, in the afieniiath of the 

¡§dot corn¡¨ crash, it would be easy to overlook the consistently upward pattern of growth 

in online retail sales Fore example. official second quarter 2002 figures for retail 

c-commerce in the United States are up 24% compared to the same period in 2001 and the 

2001 figures were 30% higher than those for 2000.0 Retail Internet sales for 2001 in 

Norway are up 155% from 2000, and Canada reported a yearly increase of 67¢X/a for 

2001.¢X Unofficial estimates of European consumer spending online suggest a growth rate 

of 48% in 2001 and 70% in 2000.  

 

3. Nevertheless, much of the potential for B2C c-commerce has yet to be realised. 

There ma he a number of reasons for this, bus an important factor appears to he 

consumers¡¦ continued concerns about shopping online.0 In January 2002, Consumer 

WebWatch reported that only three in ten consumers trust Web sites that sell products or 

services. A July 2001 survey by the Markle Foundation reports that only 36% of 



individuals believe that they have the same rights and protections when they are on the 

Tnternet as when they are not.0 Research conducted by Consumers International suggests 

that these concerns are not without foundation.  

 

4. The concerns identified in opinion surveys have been accompanied by increases in 

consumer complaints to government agencies about Internet problems. In 2001. consumer 

complaints about online problems accounted for 41 ¢X/b of all fraud complaints received 

by Consumer Sentinel, a joint US-Canadian complaint database. The percentage of 

Internet-related complaints in Consumer Sentinel has risen steadily from 11% in 1998, to 

26% in 1999, to 31% in 2000, to 41% in 2001.  

 

5. Available data shows the confidence deficit to be exacerbated in the cross-border 

context. A recent Euroharameter report showed that only 32% of European consumers feel 

well protected in a cross- border dispute as compared with 56% when the dispute is 

domestic.0 A survey of UK consumers revealed that more than 60% would not engage in 

cross-border c-commerce with a company they did not already kirnw. Problem areas 

identified in the consumer complaints filed with econsumer. gov¡Xa new 

inter-governmental initiative for handing cross-border c-commerce complaints¡Xinclude 

merchandise never received. misrepresentations about the product or service, and inability 

to contact the merchant.0 The volume of cross-border complaints is also increasing. About 

13% of complaints logged in Consumer Sentinel in 2001 had a cross-border element, up 

from only 1% in 1995. The 15000 cross-border Consumer Sentiner complaints in 2001 

reported some USD 30 mullion in consumer losses.0  

 

6. Of course, economic data. opinion surveys, and consumer complaints do not 

provide a complete picture of the impact of ecommerce on the consumer marketplace. 

Consumers have been exposed to the power of the Internet to provide easier access to more 

complete product information than is typically available offline. The opportunity to 

purchase at a distance vastly expands the variety of goods and services potentially 

available. The convenience of shopping from home is complimented by round-the-clock 

opening hours. The particular characteristics of the online medium permit consumers to 

experience individually tailored and personalised treatment from businesses. Some online 

businesses have responded with mass custornisation service (e.g. ¡§built to order¡¨ 

computers from dell.com), others offer personally tailored advice about what to buy (e.g. 



¡§personalised recommendations¡¨ fron.i amazon .com). while still others permit direct 

consumer input into the price charged (e.g. ¡§name your own price¡¨ service from 

priceline.com).  

 

7. the result has been a gradual shift in consumer expectiations and an increasingly 

bottom-up (consumer-demand driven) online marketplace. The changing nature of 

consumer expectation online should spill over into other aspects of the economy. The new 

consumer imperatix e will push businesses online and offline to react more quickly to 

changing consumer demands, encouraging competition. and rewarding compaines that are 

most successful in meeting these challenges. Taking fill advantage of the promises of the 

digital marketplace, however, requires a high level of consumer trust, and more successful 

businesses will he those that demonstrate a greater concern for bolstering consumer 

confidence. The OECD and the CCI¡¦ have been engaged since the early days of 

c-commerce in promoting policies aimed at helping to build that trust. The trust- building 

imperative, particularly in cross-border context, is no less compelling today than in those 

early days. More broadly. the recent economic slowdown in OECD economies serves to 

illustrate the continued importance of consumer spending-and therefore consumer 

confidence-to a healthy economy.  

 

OECD work on c-commerce and consumer policy  

8. The OECD¡¦s Action Plan for Electronic Commerce [SC EC (98) 9/fiNAL] was 

endorsed by Ministers in Ottawa in 1998. and revolves around three themes: building trust 

for users and consumers: establishing ground rules for the digital marketplace: and 

enhancing the information infrastructure for electronic commerce. \Vith respect to the first 

of these themes. Ministers stated their intention to ¡§ensure that consumers who participate 

in electronic commerce are afforded a transparent and effectis e level of protection for 

electronic transactions¡¨ through a Declaration on Consumer Protection in the Context of 

Electronic Commerce (Ottawa Declaration) [DSTI/CP (98) 12/FINAL] . Recognising that 

the inherently international nature oF the electronic marketplace requires a global approach 

to consumer protection, the Ottawa Declaration noted the work of the CCP in this area and 

urged the OECD to produce a set of guidelines to address these issues.  

 

9. Sinee 1969, the Commuittee on Consumer Policy has brought together consumer 

policy officials from member country capitals to set international agenda for addressing the 



policy challenges arising out of an increasingly global consumer marketplace. The 

Committee has a mandate to develop principles for an ¡§efficient, transparent, and fair 

global marketplace for consumers¡¨ and meehanisms¡¨for the implementation of these 

principles and for the eflecti e enforcement of consumers laws in an age of global 

electronic commerce,¡¨¡¦ The CCP remains the only inter-governmental forum that meets 

regularly to address consumer policy concerns, and there is no comparable venue for 

addressing the core consumer policy issues that are shaping the global marketplace.R The 

Committee¡¦s prior efforts to build consumer trust in the global marketplace and its 

inclusive working methods (side by side with business and consumer groups) equipped it 

well for the task of developing guidelines for consumer protection online.e  

 

Development of the Guidelines  

10. Building on the Ottawa Declaration, the Committee developed Guidelines for 

Cons u¡¦ner Frotectino in the Context of Electronic Commerce. Agrement emerged aFter 1 

8 months of discussion and negotiation, and the results were adopted by the Council in 

December 1999 [C (99) 1 84/FiNAL] . The result has been a major success: international 

consensus on the core characteristics of effective consumer protection for c-commerce. The 

Guidelines were published in booklet form by the OECD in English, French. and German 

and translations are available on the OECD Web site in 1 7 languages. A set of Frequently 

Asked Questions was prepared to accompany the release of the Guidelines, which 

generated press around the xvorld.e  

 

11. The Guidelines reflect existing legal protection available to consumers in more 

traditional forms of commerce: encourage private sector intiatives that include participation 

by consumer representavives; and ernphasise the need for co-operation among goverments, 

husinessse and consumers, They aim to encourage: fair business, advertising and marketing 

practices; clear information about an online business¡¦s identity. the goods or sen-ices it 

offers and the terms and conditions of any transaction; a transparent process for the 

confirmation of transactions; secure payment mec han i snies: fair, timely and affordable 

dispute resolution and redress; privacy protection; and consumer and business education. 

The Guidelines conclude with sections on implementation and global co-operation.  

 

II. Implementation of the Guidelines  

12. Since the realease of the Guidelines, the Committee has been working to ensure 



their successful implementation and asses their effectiveness. The Guidelines were greeted 

with praise by all stakeholders, from business and consumer group alikepartly a tribute to 

the inclusive process through which they were negotiate. More importantly, they have 

proved influential in member countries. The majority of member countries have developed 

consunier or business education materials based on the Guidelines. In many countries, the 

Guidelines have served as a basis for the development of B2C codes of conduct. trustmark, 

and self-regulatory programmes. Many countries have also been reviewing their laws and 

regulations to ensurc that consumers are protected online, as is recommended in the 

Guidelines. The European Commission has embarked on numerous initiatives that pqrallel 

and reinforec elements of the Guidelines. Outside the OECD. consumer protection work in 

the Asia-Pacific Co-operation (APEC) and the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) 

has also taken account of the Guidelines. APEC¡¦s Electronic Commerce Steering Group is 

now developing it own ercommendation for consumer protection online that appears to 

incorporate many elements of its OECD counterpart!¡¦  

 

13. To celebrate the first anniversary of the Guidelines, the CCP held a workshop in 

Berlin. bringing together more than 120 representaives from government, business and 

consumer organisations in member conntries and non-member economies to exchang 

views on implementation efforts and share ideas about the next steps!¡¦ A report on the 

proceedings was prepared that includes a summary of the main points that emerged from 

the discussions. In conjunction with the workshop. the Committee also released a reort 

describing the various efforts undertaken in member countries to implement the Guidelines. 

That report has been updated periodically, and the discussion bclow provides a flavour of 

the types of implementation activities undertaken to date. A country-by country grouping 

of selected acti iteles is attached as an Annex.  

 

Global co-operatioin  

14. Global co-operation is an area of significant in implementing the Guidelines. One 

of the more ambitious examples is a joint project of a number of OECD countries 

developed through the International Marketing Supervision Network (IMSNr The launch 

of ¡§econsumer.gov¡¨ in April 2001 marked a major step towards addressing a number of 

aspects of the Guidelines, particularly cross- border enforcement co-operation and 

consumer education and awareness. The project has two components: (I) a public Web site 

through which consumers can file cross-border c-commerce complaints, learn about 



consumer protection in other countries, and obtain tips about shopping safely on line; and 

(ii) a password- protected goverment Web site where law enforcement agencies can access 

econsumer.gov complaints and communicate confidentially with agencies from other 

countries. With 17 countries now participating it is anticipated that the econsumer.gov will 

only increase in importance as additional consumers learn about it.  

 

15. On the law enforcement front, there has been significant cooperation, including a 

number of bilateral and multilateral cooperation agreements. For example, the Ombudsmen 

of Denmark. Finland, Norway, and Sweden have established closer co-operation by 

agreeing to conduct lawsuits on behalf of cach other and exchange information about 

marketing across national borders. Global cooperation of a different type is involved in 

Internet sweep days. Often co-ordinated through the IMSN. international sweeps havc 

engaged over 150 different national consumer affairs enforcement bodies in at least 30 

countries. In addition to sening law enforcement objectives. sweep days also provide 

educational information to businesses through the use of notices sent to the Web sites 

identified during a sweep.  

 

Public education and information initiatives  

16. Education and awareness are key elements of the Guidelines. as is evidenced by 

the multitude of stakeholder implementation efforts in this area. Upon their release, many 

countries issued press releases and distributed the Guidelines to small and large businesses, 

business associations and consumer groups. Some countries held workshops to educate 

businesses and consumers on the principles of the Guide! ines.In Norway and Switzerland, 

the goverment expanded its education initiatives into the school systems in an effort to 

teach teenagers and children about their rights and responsibilities as consumers, including 

in the electronic marketp1ace.  

 

17. The majority of member countries developed consumer and business information 

and education materials based on the Guidelines. Most of these matcrials are available on 

the respective country¡¦s Web sites and the OECD Web sitee In several countries, special 

Web sites were developed that are dedicated to educating consumers and businesses on 

effective consumer protection, with links to other related information. Business 

associations, individual companies, and consumer groups also developed public education 

and information materials and campaigns, which included providing information through 



traditional media sourcesi. banner advertisements and links, and posting tips for consumers 

on their own company and consumer association Web sites.  

 

18. In some countries, business and consumer groups worked together to devclop 

joint education and information campaigns. For example, in the United States, MasterCard 

and the National Consumers League launched a joint education intiativc. ¡§Be c-Wise!¡¨ 

which included a printed and online brochure that presents the benefits and risks of onlinc 

shopping. online shopping tips, and other resources for similar information, In other 

countries, the government and private sector have joined forces to provide education and 

information.Jn Finland, the Finnish Information Technology Development Center has in 

co-operation with Consumer Ombudsman developcd both consumer and business 

information. which refers to the Guide/ines.  

 

Self .regulation, codes of conduc4 and trustmark programmes  

19. In many countries, the Guidelines served as a basis for governmental and private 

sector development of business-to- consumer codes of conduct, trustmark, and 

self-regulatory programmes. For example, in the United Kingdom. the goverment worked 

with the Electronic Business Alliance and Consumers Association to develop a non-profit 

or organisation, TrustUK, to accredit codes of conduct for electronic commerce, which 

meet minimum standards and offer consumers good protection. Among the codes 

accredited to date is Webtrader, a program developed and administered by the consumers 

organisations of Belgium. France. Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal. Spain and the United 

Kingdonte in the United States, the Better Business Bureau¡¦s BBBOnline Reliability Seal 

programme allows companies to display the seal on their Web site once they have been 

evaluated and confirmed to meet programme requirements International co-operation in the 

development of joint trustmark programmes and consumer complaint system is evident in 

agreements among associations like the BBBOnline. Eurochaxnbres. Federation of 

European Direct Marketing, Japanese Direct Marking Association, Japanese Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry, and the Korean Insitute for Electronic Commerce. Numerous 

other code programmes have been put into existence, a number of which are evaluated in a 

recent European Commission study.  

 

Laws and regulations  

20 Beyond encouraging self-regulatory initiatives, the Guidelines also recognise the 



need for member countries to review, and, if necessary, adopt and adapt laws to ensure that 

consumers are protected in the online environment. To this end, the European Union (EU) 

and its member states have reviewed and updated their laws to reflect elements of the 

Guidelines.0 Likewise, in Canada, the national and provincial governments have been 

working towards harmonised consumer protection laws that reflect the Guidelines. Similar 

initiatives have been completed or are underway in other member countries.  

IlL Follow-up work by the Committee on Consumer Policy  

 

21. The release of the Guidelines was only a first step for the Committee in its efforts 

to help build consumer trust online. In addition to actively encouraging stakeholder 

implementation of the Guidelines, the CCP has undertaken its own efforts to examine in 

greater detail particular areas covered by the Guidelines. Particular emphasis has been 

placed in the areas of payment cardholder protections, alternative dispute resolution, and 

cross-border enforcement co-operation. Attention has also been devoted to educating 

stakeholders about various aspects of the Guidelines. Finally, the Committee has held 

discussion and exchanged information on emerging online issues like 

consumer-to-consumer (C2C) transactions via online auction sites, and online marketing 

and advertising to children.e  

 

Payment cardholder protections  

22, The Guidelines highlight the important role of payment cardholder protections in 

the development of the online marketplace. Opinion surveys consistently identify 

consummer fears about the safety of using payment cards onlinc as an obstacle to greater 

online shopping. Policy makers around the world are taking these concerns seriously. 

Stakeholders have developed a number of initiatives aimed at combating payment card 

fraud. improving the security of online transactions, and boosting consumer protections for 

cardholders. The CCP has recognised the need to educate consumers about protections for 

payment cardholders and the safe use of payment cards online. which could serve to boost 

consumer confidence in c-commerce, In June 2002, the CCP issued a Report on Consumer 

Protections Jbr Payment Cardholders [DSTI CP(2001 )3/F INAL] . The Report represents a 

sustained effort by the Committee to analyse the protections available to users of payment 

cards and publicise the availability of such protections to consumers. In preparing the 

Report. the Committee conducted a survey of legal and other consumer protections for 

payment cardholders in member countries. It also held roundtable meeting de oted to the 



issue in Berline in March 2001. The Report concludes with a section highlighting the 

importance of cardholder education and the Committee¡¦s own contribution to this issue: an 

educational piece entitled ¡§Using Payment Cards Online: Frequently Asked Questions¡¨ -  

 

Alternative dispute resolution  

23. The Guidelines stress the importance of developing effectivc redress mechanisms 

for problems arising out of cross-border disputes. Of particular interest is alternative 

dispute resolution (ADRj. which consists of practical out-of-court methods involving a 

neutral third- party to resolve consumer disputes in a quick and incxpensive wa).c Working 

jointly with the OEC.D¡¦s Working Party on information Security and Privacy, the CCP has 

completed several projects addressing the issues surrounding ADR, In December 2000, the 

OECD held a conference on online ADR organised with the International Chamber of 

Commerce (ICC) and the Hague Conferencc on Private International Law (HCOPIL) in 

The Hague. The focus of the discussions ¡¥4-as small value B2C disputes, and a report on 

the proceedings suinmarises the discussion and main points  

 

24. The Conference in The Hague was followed up with a work programme focused 

on legal and educational aspects of ADR. The legal part of the programme aimed to 

generate an overview of national legal regimes applicable to B2C ADR in member 

countries. with a view to understanding if and how existing legal provisions impact 

recourse to ADR. A report was developed on the basis of member country responses to a 

survey on existing laws and regulations related to ADR. The educational aspect of the 

programme aimed to inform stakeholders about the availability of ADR and .s potental 

benefits. A set of questions was produced that are designed to help consumers determine 

whether online 4.DR can he1p them resose a dispute. Finally, the OECD helped to produce 

further information regarding the availability of ADR by assisting the ICC to produce an 

inventory of ADR programs world-wide. The resulting report and inventory are available 

on the ICC Web site. 

 

Cross-border enforcement co-operation 

25. Part IV of the Guidelines emphasises the importance of global co-operation in 

general. and highlight in particular the need for enforcement co-operation to combat 

deceptive and unfair marketing practices that dilute consumer confidence in electronic 

commerce. In March 2000, the CCP held a Forum Session to explore the challenges and 



possibilities associated with international co-operation. Taking the experiences of the 

United States and Canada as a practical experience, the session provided an overview of 

ongoing efforts to combat the growing problem of cross-border fraud and deception. Two 

years later the Committee held a follow-up Forum Session, during which it discussed the 

challenges identified in a preliminary report on this topic, along with ther results of a 

survey on the authority of consumer protection enforcement agencies in member countries. 

Considerable attention at the session was also devoted to the IMSN Findings on 

Cross-border Remedies, a succinct statement of the enforcement challenges facing ISMN 

members. This is an area where close co-ordiration between the CCP and the IMSN has 

and will continue to be essential. 

 

Education, awareness and outreach  

26. The Guidelines make clear that education and awarness are essential elements to 

building consumer trust online. and the Committee has embarked on a variety of initiatives 

in this regard. The Committee developed a set of examples to illustrate best practices under 

the Guidelines. This document helps provide practical and concrete information to educate 

businesses and consumers about the Guidelines. These best practice examples were 

released in July of 2002. To complement the Guidelines, the CCP prepared an Inventory of 

Public Sector Consumer Protection Laws, Policies and Practices Applied to Electronic 

Commerce.0 This document has assisted stakeholders in reviewing public-sector laws and 

policies in connection with the Guidelines. In addition, the educational projects attached to 

the work on AD.R and payment cardholder protections provide a tangible reminder of the 

CCP comminient to education.  

 

27. To help consumers, businesses, and goverments gain more information about 

online consumer protection. the CCP developed two new sections for its Web 

site-www.oecd. org/sti/consumer-nolicy. The first section contains an online catalogue of 

educational and information initiatives in member countries . The seconed section contains 

links to the consumer protection authorities of member countries, The Site also includes 

copies of presentations of the lates B2C statistics that are regularly presented and discussed 

at CCP meetings.  

 

28. CCP outreach activities have also been an important aspect of its follow-up work. 

The Guidelines specifically call for member countries to consult, co-operate and facilitate 



information sharing with non-members on consumer protection issues and invites non- 

member economies to take account of the Guidelines in reviewing their own consumer 

protection policies. The CCP has acted on this mandate by involving non-member 

economies in its public workshop on ADR and the Guidelines. ft has also facilitated 

outreach to non- members through interaction with other international organisations like 

APEC, FTAA, United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE). the ISO 

Committee on Consumer Policy Committee (COPOLCO), and the Hague Conference on 

Private International Law (HCOPIL)  

 

IV. Future directions  

29. The number and variety of implementation initiatives launched during the 

three-year period since the Guidelines were completed suggests that the Guidelines have 

already made an important contribution to ensuring that online consumers are no less 

protected than those in thc offine world. It is equally clear, however. that the project of 

building consumer trust in the online marketplace will require a ling-term commitment by 

all stakeholders. Although there are now a numbere of international fora considering issues 

related to consumer protection online, the CCP will continue to have a crucial role in 

encouraging and reviewing implementation of the Guidelines. Moreover, in a number of 

areas the Committee is poised to make additional contributions itself. Highlights from the 

CCP sork programme for 2003-2004 include work on consensus-building on core 

consumer protections, cross-border enforcement co-operation. and the impact of new 

technologies and emerging business models, In addition, the Committee will continue to 

assess the impact and effectiveness of Guidelines, in part by organising a public forum on 

the five-year anniversary of the release of the Guidelines.  

 

30. One area for continued attention is consensus-building on core consumer 

protections, Which can serve the important function of providing predicability to both 

consumers and businesses in conduting cross-border c-commerce. The Guidelines reflect 

high- level agreement among member countries about a number of important principles for 

consumer protection. There remain, however. differences in the manner in which member 

countries implement Guidelines, and differences in the substantive consumer laws in 

OECD coutries. This fact reflected in the Guidelines recommendation in Part Four, which 

explicitly calls for member countries to work toward building consensus on core consumer 

protections. The CCP will ¡Efocus first on the most promising area for building consenus: 



domestic laws that aim to protect consumers from fraud and hardcore deeption. It will 

attempt to build consensus in this area by developing a recommendation focussed on 

enforcement co-operation to combat such practices. The CCP will then work toward 

building consensus in broader area, such as laws aimed at combating deceptive and unfair 

commercial practices generally.  

 

31. An important area of current and flaure attention is cross- border law enforcement 

co-operation. Member country bodies charged with enforcing consumer protection laws 

were set up for a arge1y cmestc ma ietpace The increasingly cross-bather B2C marketplace 

poses significani challenges to the existing enforcement strutures. Part Four of the 

Guidelines emphasises the importance of cross-border co-operation in general, and 

highlights in particular the need for co-operation to prevent deeptive and unfair marketing 

practices that dilute consumer confidence in e-commerce. More specifically, a number of 

issues have emerged from recent Committee work in this area, including the need for: 

increased information sharing among jurisdictions; broader authority to protect domestic 

consumers from foreign businesses engaged in fraud and hard-core deception; broader 

authority to protect foreign consumers from domestic businesses engaged in fraud and 

hard-core deception; better ability to halt such conduct; and better ability to obtain 

monetary redress for consumer victims. Addressing these challenges is a priority for the 

CCP and work is underway on a recommendation designed to enhance the effectiveness of 

enforcement efforts to stop and prevent cross-border faud and hard-core deeption. It is 

intended that this recommendation will be submitted to the OECD Council for approval in 

the coming months, and will prove to be an important contributioin in this area. 

 

32. New technologies and emerging business models provide exciting opportunities 

for businesses and consumers alike. For example, mobile commerce offers the promise of 

providing services to consumers where and when they want them, while increased access 

to broadband paves the way for innovative service offerings. 1-Jowever, such 

developments can also present novel consumer protection issues that, iF not addressed, can 

undermine consumer confidence and impede their success. By obtaining timeR information 

about consumer protection concerns raised by technological developments and emerging 

business models, the CCP will position itself to contribute to the policy debate, and thereb\ 

to assist in bringing their full benefits to member country economies. 

 



33. Finally, December 2004 will mark the five-year anniversary of the Guidelines for 

Consumer Protection in the Context of Electronic Commerce. an appropriate time to take 

stock of the effectiveness of the Guidelines. Ti..e first stock-taking exercise culminated in 

2001 with a public conference in Berlin, As a follow- up, the CCP intends to evaluate and 

discuss the Guidelines in the context of developments in the online marketplace over the 

previous five years and issue a public report. A public conference will be held in late 2004 

to assess the impact of the Guidelines. The conference will be preceded by a sun ey of 

implenientation activities and followed by the publication of a report describing the 

effectiveness of effbrts to implement the Guidelines. 
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ITEM1: ELECTION OF THE BUREAU 

1 .Mr. M. Thompson (United States) was elected Chair of the Committee on 

Consumer Policy. 

 

2.M.r. M. Jenkin (Canada), Ms. B. LeTavernier (France). Mr. K.Nagamatsu (Japan) 

and Mr. M, Bond (United Kingdom) werere-elected as Vice-Chairs: and Ms. A, 

Peltonen (Finland) and Mr. H. W. Kang (Korea) were newly elected to the Bureau 

as Vice-Chairs. 

 

3.On behalf of the committee, the Chair paid tribute to Ms. J. Olegaard (Denmark) for 

her exemplary contribution to thc work of the committee as Chair from 1996 to 

2001. Mr. Thompson read a resolution expressing the committee’s gratitude for 

Ms. Olegaard’s contribution to the work of the committee (see Annex Ito the 

present record). The Committee adopted the Resolution and Ms. Olegaard 

expressed her thanks and best wishes to the Committee. 

 

ITEM 2. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

4. The Committee adopted the Drafi Agenda. 

 

ITEM 3:APPROVAL OF THE SUMMARY RECORD OF THE 61ST 

SESSION OF CCP 

5. The Committee approved the Summary Record of its 61st session.  

 

ITEM 4: STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARIAT  

6-The statement by the Director for Science. Technology and Industry can be found 

in Annex IT to the present record.  

 

ITEM 5: WORK PROGRAMME FOR 2003-2004  

7.Following presentations by the Secretariat (Deputy Director. Mr. Dryden, and Mr. 

Donohue), the Committee:  

i) Discussed the Secretariat¡¦s initial proposals for the Committee¡¦s 2003-2004 

Programme of Work outlined in document DSTI/CP (2002)1.  

ii) Noted the perliminary priorities given by a number of Member countries to the 

proposed activities (compiled as a room document), which accorded nearly 



equal priority to work under Activities 1-4, and slightly lessor priority to work 

under Activity 5.  

iii) Inited Delegations to submit their final priorities for the proposed activities by 

26 April 2002.  

iv) Noted that the final programme would depend on the level of availablc 

resources as decided by the Council as well as on additional resources to be 

provided by voluntary contributions, and considered that the resources 

allocated to the various activities should take into account the priorities of the 

Committee.  

 

ITEM 6:ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF THE GUIDELINE S  

a)Second Report: Member Country Implementation of the Guidelines for Consumer 

Protection in the Context of Electronic Commerce (Revised Draft)  

8iollowing an introduction by the Secretariat (Mr Kaneko), the Committee:  

i) Noted and expressed its support for the continued work on the Second Report on 

the Member Country Implementation of the Guidelines for Consumer Protection 

in the Context of Electronic Commerce (¡§CP Guidelines¡¨) presented in DSTI. 

CP (:2002) 3.  

ii) Invited Delegations to submit updates with regard to their respective 

implementation activities to the Secretariat by 1 May 2002.  

iii) Agreed that Member country updates and comments would be integrated into 

the Second Report.  

iv) Agreed that the Second Report would form the basis for a more concise report 

to the OECD council, to be drafted by the Working Group on Guidelines 

Follow-up. The Working Group draft of the Report to Council would be 

presented to the Committee at its next (October) session for discussion and 

approval.  

 

b) Update on educational intiatives  

9.Following an introduction by the Secretariat (Mr. Donohue), the Committee note a 

demonstration by the United States of an innovative tool for distributing the best 

practice eAamples under the CP Guidelines (a series of mock Web sites designen 

to educate users about the CP Guidelines that could be distriouted through a 

CD-ROM), The Commiitee discussed and expressed its support for this proposal 



and noted the suggestions to aisseminate the product to consumer and business 

organisations, as well as making it available via tne Web. 

 

10.The Committee also noted information provided by Korea on its Natin-wide 

Internet Sweep Days in 2001, which was tabled as a room document. 

 

ITEM7:STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON B2C TRANSACTIONS 

11. The Committee: 

i) Noted with interest a presentation by the Economic Analysis and Statistics 

Division of the Secretariat (Ms. Colecchia), on consumer Internet transactions, 

which were the first results of OECD efforts to develop internationally 

comparable indicators. Ms. Colecchia’s presentation focused on the 

OECD’s efforts to measure overall propensity to carry out Internet 

transactions, the relative size and nature of Internet transactions (B2C, 

domestic vs. international) and the perceived drivers and inhibitors. Ms. 

Colechia¡¦s presentation was also tabled as a Room Document and is available 

on the OECD Web site at: lmp: www.oecd.org pdt7M00027000/M00027669. 

pdf. Additional information about the statistics is available on OLIS in a 

summary report posted as DSTL¡¦CP RD (2002) 4. 

ii) Noted that the Working Party on Indicators for the Information Society 

(WPIIS) is currently working on a model questionnaire on ICT use in 

households [DST1/ICCP 11S (2002) 1] and that CCP delegates are invited to 

provide comments on the questionnaire to the Secretariat by 19 April 2002.  

 

ITEM 8:CONSENSUS BUILDING ON CORE CONSUMER 

PROTECTIONS  

a) Common approaches to defining a deceptive or misleading practice: Update from the 

International Marketing Supervision Network (IMSN)  

12.The Committee noted an oral update by Mr. G Sutter. President of the 

International Marketing Suprvision Network (IMSN), on the 1MSNs activities 

and particularly its current project regarding best practices. Mt Sutter explained 

that the IMSN had issued a questionnaire to its members in November 2001 

regarding laws and practices related to fair trading and marketing. enforcement 

issues, and ideal legislation. The IMS.N received 21 responses and Mr. Sutter 



touched on some preliminary findings from the resdults. The Committee briefly 

discussed the IMSN efforts on this issue, noted the need for continued 

co-ordination with the IMSN on this topic. and thanked Mr. Sutter for his 

presentation.  

 

b)Best practice Examples under the OECD Guidelines for Consumer Protection in the 

Context of Electronic Commerce  

13.Following an introduction by the Secretariat (Mr. Donohue). the committee:  

i) Noted and expressed support for the ¡§Best Practice Examples under the OECD 

Guidelines Jhr Consumer Protection in the Context of Electronic Commerce¡¨ 

developed in DSTI. CP (2002) 2.  

ii) Agreed to the written procedure for the declassification of the text viz, that 

comments on the current version should be sent to the Secretariat b 12 April 

2002, and that a revised ¡¥ersion of the text would be circulated on OLIS 

before the end of April. Once the revised text had been issued on OLIS. there 

would he a deadline of three weeks for comments by the CCP. In the absence 

of objections by that deadline, the text would be considered declassi fled.  

iii) Noted Member country suggestions that the instrument, once declassified, 

should be made available on consumer authority Web sites. that BIAC would 

issue the instrument to its members for information, and that the Committee 

will pursue further distribution options. including the CDROM proposal of 

the United States.  

 

ITEM 9:POLICY ISSUES FOR CROSS-BORDER ENFORCEMENT 

CO-OPERATION Forum Session on Cross - Border Remedies  

14.The Forum Session on Cross-Border Remedies continued the Committee¡¦s 

examination of the challenges of consumer protection law enforcement in a 

cross-border marketplace. An elaborated agenda for the session was tabled at the 

meeting as a Room Document. As Chair of the Working Group on Cross-Border 

Remedies, US delegate Mr. H. Stevenson introduced the issues to be addressed 

and presented recent data on cross-border compLaint trends[DSTiCP/RD (2002) 

3]. The Secretariat (Mr. Donohue) then provided an overview of the challenges 

identified in DSTI CP (2001) 7. followed by a presentation by Mr. Guido Sutter. 

President of the IMSN. on the issues indentified by that organisation. The 



introductory session was concluded with a presentation by the United States (Ms. 

M. Mithal) outlining the preliminary results from a survey on enforcement 

authority conducted by the Working Group.  

 

15.Part II of the Forum Session focussed on case studies and was moderated by 

Australia (Mr. C. Buik). Interventions from Australia, Canada. Japan, New 

Zealand, United Kingdom, and the United States highlighted the (i) global reach 

of cross-border cases; (ii) issues about the effectiveness of conduct and monetary 

remedies and (iii the challenge oi nformation sharing. 

 

16.Part ifi focused on approaches to cross-border enforcement challenges in other 

areas. The Secretariat Mr. 3. Clatk from the Competition Division of the 

Directorate for Financial, Fiscal and Enterprise Affairs) outlined efforts to address 

these challenges from the prepective of enforcement of competition laws, 

including two OECD Council Recommendations that have been developed to 

facilitate co-operative enforcement efforts. Mr. R Csonka, Deputy Head of 

Division for Economic Crime at the Council of Europe, described the recently 

completed CyberCrime Convention, a more formal instrument that contains a 

number of provisions designed to enhance cross- border enforcement co-operation 

in the area of cybercrime. 

 

17.Part W featured presentations on current efforts to address the challenges, begining 

with a presentation [DSTIICPIRD (2002)2] on the IMSN’s econsumer.gov 

project (Ms. M. Mithal) which offers consumers an opportunity to file complaints 

regarding cross-border ecommerce transactions which can then be shared with 

enforcement officials. The Finnish delegation (Ms. A. Peltonen) provided an 

update on a new Nordic Consumer Ombudsman’s Agreement Canada (Ms. S. 

MacPhee) described a recent legislative initiative designed to address limitations 

faced by Canada¡¦s Competition Bureau in addressing cross-border issues The 

European Commission (Mr. N. Fahy) described two intiatives to address these 

issues at the Etiropean level, the first being the Injunctions Dircctive and the 

second the more recent Green Paper on Consumer Protection. Finally. Ms A. 

Schultz, First Secretary at the Permanent Bureau of the Hague Conferencc on 

Private International Law, provided information about the degree to which the 



Hague judgments project could help address these issues.  

18.The committee noted the presentations, and actively participated in the Forum 

Session. recognising that. although there have been many innovati e efforts to 

address the cross-border challenges, there remains much work to be done to 

ensure that current mechanisms are adequate to enable government to cope with 

the difficulties of effectively enforcing consumer protection laws--and thereby 

build consumer trust--in the global marketplace. The Committee agreed that the 

Working Group on Cross-border Remedies should circulate concrete proposals 

for next steps to the Secretariat for dissemination to the Committee.  

 

ITEM 10:DISPUTE RESOLUTION FOR CROSS- BORDER CONSUMER 

TRANSACTIONS  

a)Alternative Dispute Resolution (Joint Work with the 4¡¦orking Party on Information 

Security and Privacy)  

i) Progress Report oh ICtJ-OEC¡¦D inventory  

19.The Committee noted an oral update by Ms. A. Hassan. Senior Policy Manager. 

International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) on the ICC-OECD questionnaire and 

inventory work. In particular. the Committee noted that the ICC had circulated a 

¡§Questionnaire on AD.R Mechanisms¡¨ [see DSTL¡¦ICP/REG/CPR.D (2002) 1] 

jointly elaborated by the ICC and the OECD via the ICC network in January 2002. 

The Committee noted that the answers to the questionnaire were due at the end of 

March 2002, after which the results would be compiled and analysed, with the 

intention of making the results available to the public as appropriate. It further 

noted the importance of ensuring that information on particular providers should 

not be provided to consumers in a manner suggesting that its accuracy had been 

verified by the Committee.  

 

ii) Legal Sj¡¦nthesis  

20.Following an introdeuction by the Secretariat (Ms. Carbianc). the Committee:  

i) Noted the main point arising from the ¡§Draft Synthesis of Member Country 

Responese to the Questionnaire on Legal Provisions related to 

Business-to-Consumer Alternative Dispute Resolution (A.DR) in relation to 

privacy and Consumer Protection¡¨ [DSTIIICCP/REG/CP (2002) i] and that the 

comments received from Member countries were being incorporated into a 



revised synthesis.  

ii) Agreed to the written procedure for the declassification of the synthesis viz, 

that comments on the current version should be sent to the Secretariat by 26 

April 2002. and that a revised version of the text would be circulated on OHS 

before the end of May. Once the revised text had been issued on OLIS. there 

would be a deadline of three weeks for comments by the CCP, WPISP and 

the WPISP¡¦s parent body, the Committee for Information, Computer and 

Communications Policy (ICCP). In the absence of objections during this 

three-week period, the text would be considered declassified.  

iii) Educational instrument 

 

21.Following an introduction by the Secretariat (Mr. Donohue). the Committee:  

i) Noted and expressed its support for the draft ADR educational instrument. 

ResoIving Disputes On Line: Asking the Right Questions about ADR¡¨ as 

presented in DSIJJICCPjREG/CP (2002) 2.  

ii) Agreed to the written procedure for the declassification of the educational 

instrument viz, that comments on the current version should he sent to the 

Secretariat by 26 April 2002, and that a revised version of the text would be 

circulated on OLIS before the end of May. Once the revised text had been 

issued on OLIS. there would be a deaciline of three weeks for comments by 

me C(2 WPISP and die 1CCP. In the absence of objections dung this three-v 

esk perioc., the texb 1’ sald be 3alsiJereJ declassified. 

iv) Update ftom the WorLing Party on Small and Medium- Sized Enterprises 

 

22.The Committee noted an oral report by the Secretariat from the Indusiry Division 

(Ms. Estime) on the current activities of the Working Party on SMEs, including 

work on ADR for SMEs that will feature an educational instrument to 

complement the one developed jointly by the CCP and WPISR 

 

b)Report on Consumer Protections for Payment Cardholders with Frequently Asked 

Questions 

23.Following an introduction by Mr. M. Bond (United Kingdom) of the Wroking 

Group on Consumer Protections for Payment Cardholders, the Committee: 

i) Noted and expressed Its support for the “Report on Consummer Protections 



for Payment Cardholders” and the attached “Frequently Asked Questions” 

as presented in DSTJJCP (2001) 3/REV1. 

ii) Agreed to the written procedure for the declassification of the report viz, that 

comments on the current version should be sent to the secretariat by 12 Apr11 

2002, and that a revised version of the text would be circulated on OUS 

before the end of April. Once the revised text had been issued on OLIS, there 

would be a deadline of three weeks for comments by the CCP. In the absencc 

of objections received by the deadline, the text would be considered declassi 

fled.  

c)Update on efforts in other fora to address jurisdiction and applicable law  

i)Judgtnent Project of the Hague Conference on Private International Law (HCOPIL)  

24.The Committee noted with interest an oral presentation by Ms. A. Schulz, First 

Secretary at the Pernianent Bureau of the Hague Conference on Private 

International Law, on the Hague Judgments project, with particular attention 

drawn to the challenges posed with regard to drafting the provisions governing 

jurisdiction for cases arising out of B2C transactions. The Committee noted that 

work is continuing on this project. The Committee thanked Ms. Schultz for her 

presentation and expressed its interest in a continuing information exchange with 

the HCOPIL on these issues of mutual interest.  

 

ii) Work of the OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration on jurisdiction in the 

context of B2C digital downloads  

25.The Committee noted an oral presentation by the Secretariat (Mr. D. Holmes. 

Head of the E-Commerce, Consumption Taxes and Tax Administration Division) 

on current work on the consumption tax aspects of electronic commerce, and 

more particularly issues related to jurisdiction verification of online consumers.  

 

ITEM 11: HORIZONTAL CO-ORDINATION  

a) Codes of Conduct  

26.Following an oral update by the Secretariat (Deputy Director. Mr. Dryden) on the 

ICCP proiect on codes of conduct, the Committee noted that commencement on 

the second phase of the project had been delayed due in order to accommodate 

the expedited schedule for review of the Guidelines on Injbrmation Security and 

Networks.  



 

b) Environment and Sustainable Consumption  

27.The Committee noted an oral presentation by the Secretariat (Ms. A. 

Zacarias-Farah and Ms. Y. Serret of the Environment Directorate¡¦s Sustainable 

Consumption Branch) on their current work programme. In particular. the 

Committee noted that they plan to issue a ¡§Synthesis Report: Towards 

Sustainable Household consumption? Trends and Policies th OECD Countries¡¨at 

the Earth Summit 2002 in Johannesburg. South Africa (September). The 

Committee further noted that more information, including recent releases of the 

¡§Household Food consumption report and others could be found on the 

Environment Web site at http:i/www.oecd.or/env/consumption.  

 

c) Management of the Internet Domain Names System: Policy issues arising from the 

OECD experience  

28.The Committee noted with interest a presentation by the Secretariat (Mr. D. H. 

Small. Director of Legal Affairs), and document DSTI/ICCP (2002) 8 on the 

problem recently met by the Organisation with regard to the cyhersquatting of the 

ocde.org domain name, and on the general policy issues arising from this 

experience.  

 

ITEM12: OUTREACH  

a) Non-member countries  

29. The Committee:  

i) Noted document DSTI/ICCP (2002) 9 and a statement by the Deputy Director, 

Mr. Dryden, on the preparation of the OECD Forum on the Global Digital 

Economy which is to be held a the beginning of 2003, probably in a Pacific 

Rim location, and which will be the next event in the series including the 

November 1997 Turku Conference, the October 1 998 Ottawa Ministerial 

Conference, the October 1999 Paris Forum and the January 2001 Dubai EMEF.  

ii) Noted that this Forum, which the OECD hoped would be organised th 

collagoration with APEC would taken place in the context of the preparation 

of the ITU World Summit on the Infonnation Society to he held in Geneva on 

10-11 December 2003, and was also relevent to the work of the DOT Force to 

which the OECD was also associated.  



iii) Generally considered that the CLP could prepare one or more deliverables for 

the Forum, e.g. a np-up of the a::ampshmen.s af the Ottawa Dezlaratan - 

incluCng the de eiopment and implementation of the Guidelines for 

Consumer Protection in the Context of Electronic Commerce; and/or a forv 

aid-looking statement which might set out future directions for relevant 

consumer protection policy-related work. The Committee considered 

preparing one or more of these deliverables for discussion at its October 2002 

session. 

 

b) Activities in other fora 

30. The committee noted with intent 

－A presentation by the Delegation of New Zealand (Ms. S.ICerkin) on APEC’s 

(Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation)recent activities, including the APEC’s 

E-Commerce Steering Group’s Fifth Meeting on 22-23 February 2002 and the 

Sixth Meeting scheduled for August 2002. 

－A presentation by the Secretariat (Mr. Kaneko) on COPOLCO’s (ISO Committee 

on Consumer Policy) rcent activities, including mention of COPOLCO having 

recently formulated a new proposal on ADR and that its next meeting would take 

place in Trinidad in June 2002. 

－A presentation by the Delegation of Mexico (Ms. P. Ruiz Velasco) on FTAA’s 

(Free Trade Area of the Americas) recent activities, including its meeting on 13-15 

February 2002 in Panama City. The meetings conducted thus far and have involved 

a wide analysis of matters related to ecommerce particularly issues including 

fraud/deception, privacy, jurisdiction and dispute resolution.  

－A presentation by Mr. S. Cooper of Howlett Packard on GBDe¡¦s (Global Business 

Dialogue on Electronic Commerce) recent activities, including GBDe work on 

A.DR from which it has emerged that buy-in from consumers. consumer 

organisations and government authorities will be critical to finding any long-term 

solutions with regard to ADR.  

－A presentation by Consumers International (Ms. 0. NicolasEtienne) on TACD¡¦s 

(Trans Atlantic Consumer Dialogue) recent activities. including discussions of 

privacy (implementation of the safe harbour agreement), the OECD Consumer 

Protection Guidelines, and broadband access to the Internet.  

－A presentation by the Secretariat (Mr. Kaneko) on UNCTAD¡¦s (United Nations 



Conference on Trade and Development) recent activities, including a meeting of 

the UNCTAD Expert Meeting on Consumer Interests, Competitiveness. 

Competition and Development held in Geneva on 17-19 October 2001. UNClAD¡¦s 

Intergovernmental Group of Expert on Competition Law and Policy will meet in 

Geneva on 3-5 July 2002.  

－A presentation by the Secretariat (Mr. .Donohue) on UN/ECE ¡¥s (United Nations 

Economic Commission for Europe) recent activities, including recent work on 

Internet regulation and self-regulation, and ADR.. Online kDR will be the topic of 

a workshop scheduled for 6-7 June 2002 in Geneva.  

 

ITEM13: OTHER BUSINESS  

a) Annual reports  

31. The Committee was invited to submit its 2001 annual reports to the Secretariat as 

soon as possible and note that all of the reports would be posted on the OECD 

Web site (http://www.oecd.org/EN ddcuments/0.,EN-documents44 1- 

no-1l-no-0,FF.html) by the end of April 2002. The Committee further noted thc 

importance of timely submission of annual reports, which provide a valuable 

informational resource and attract a large number of visitors to thc Web site.  

 

b) Web site development  

32.The Committee noted with interest an oral presentation by the Secretariat (Ms. 

Harris) on the possible development of a password-protected CCP Web site and 

agreed to its development and depoloyment by the end of May 2002.  

 

c) Dates of next session  

33.The Committee agreed that its 63rd Session will be held on 3- 4 October 2002 in 

Paris.  

 

d) Reminders and deadlines  

Room Document  

34.The Committee was invited to review and update its participation in CCP Working 

Groups (by contacting the Secretariat) and delegates were encouraged to join the 

Working Groups, resources permitting. which provide an integral contribution to 

the work of the Committee. 



 

35, The Committee noted that a document setting that summarised the deadlines 

agreed during the course of the session was tabled at its conclusion (see Annex 

III). 

 

 

 

ANNEX I： 

 

RESOLUTION OF THE OECD COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER 
POLICY 62ND SESSION ON 13-14 MARCH 2002, PARIS, 

FRANCE 

 

WHEREAS, Jytte Oelgaard serves as Head of Division at the Danish Consumet 

Agency; and 

WHEREAS, Ms. Oelgaard has also served as Chair of the OECD Committee on 

Consumer Policy since 1996, and 

WHEREAS, Ms. Oelgaard’s service to the Committee has been exemplaiy, leading 

the Committee through: 

—the development of the Guidelines for Consumer Protection in the Context of 

Electronic Commerce. and 

—the development of important workshops and reports on topics such as 

—payment Cardholder Protections 

—Altermative Dispute Resolution 

—Cross Border Law Enforcement 

—and the establishment of a stable future for the Committee through securing 

renewed mandates and fimding and 4 

WHEREAS, all of Ms. Oelgaad¡¦s efforts have led to the enhanced stature and 

reputation of the Committee.  

BE IT RESOLVED the OECD Committee on Consumer Policy expresses its 

gratitude for the contributions of Ms. Oelgaard to the work of the Committee and 

commends her for her six years of exemplary sen-ice.  

 

 



ANNEX II： 
 

DIRECTOR¡¦S STATEMENT 62ND SESSION OF THE 

COMJMITTEE ON CONSUMER POLICY  
 

I welcome all delegates to this meeting.  

1. First of all, I would like to thank and congratulate the new Chair (Mr. Mozelle 

Thompson) and Bureau members for agreeing to play an important role in this Committee. 

I would also like to express my sincere thanks and appreciation to the Commine&s fomer 

Chair. Jytte Oelgaad, for her six years of service to the Committee. It was during her 

stewardship that the Committee developed the Guidelines on Consumer Protection for 

E-cornmerce making an essential contribution to the OECD¡¦s horizontal E-commercc 

project. I hope that both the Secretariat and the Committee will continue to benfit from the 

timely guidance of its Bureau members.  

 

2. By way of introduction to the substantive discussion today and tomono, I would 

like to begin with the OECD Reform Process, which relates to the work programme. 

budget and future direction of the Committee.  

 

The OECD reform process  

3. As the Secretariat already informed all delegates, the Secretary-General submitted 

his proposal on ¡§The OECD-Challenges and strategic Ogjectives¡¨ [C (2001) 240] to the 

Council in October 2001. Following discussions with the Heads of Delegation, it was 

recently agreed to set up three informal working groups.. These groups will review the 

priority setting exercise and budget process, in co-operation with the Budget Committee. 

They will review the evaluation and restucturing of Committees and working groups, and 

review the interaction of the OECD with its affiliated bodies, including as a priority 

question, the structure of the work on development.  

－First Working Group which will review the priority setting exercise and budget 

process, in co-operation with the Budget Committee, will be chaired by 

Ambassador Forsyth (Australia). It is to submit its report by the end of April.  

－Second Working Group, responsible for examining the evaluation and restructuring 

of Committees and working group will be chaired by Ambassador Hurtubise 

(Canada). It is to submit its report by the end of June.  



－Third Working Group, to review the interaction of the OECD with its affiliated 

bodies, including as a priority question, the structure of the work on development, 

will be chaired by Ambassador Engering (Netherlands). It is to submit its report by 

the end of April.  

 

4. The reports will then be submitted to the Council for discussion and action. 

Whatever the outcome of this process may be. it is clear that all cormnittees will be subject 

to close scrutiny by the Council. 

 

5 Also to be taLen into account are criteria which the Secretary- General listed in his 

document, such as the value of work in capitals, sts, orLrhis, neccsshy ani frequency OS 

meetings. Efficiency meetings, nocumentation, representation of delegates, effedcth e 

priority setting, horizontal programmes and co-operation. 

 

6. We are just at the beginning of a process of reflection by these Working Group of 

the Heads of Delegation. We do not have any clear idea yet regarding the suggestions 

which will be put forward by these groups, but we have provided the Committee Delegates 

with the relevant information to enable them to contribute to this process of reflection 

through the appropriate channels in their capitals and Permannent Delegations. I would like 

to encourage you to discuss any relevant activities, priorities and issues in your capitals 

and with your Council members. 

 

Renewal of CCP mandate 

7. With regard to the Council’s decision last December to extend the Committee’s 

Mandate, Member countries expressed unanimous support for the work of this Committee 

and also noted that the sunset clause for Committee mandates is part of the rigorous 

assessment of this overall review on the evaluation and restructuring of Committees by the 

Working Group. Therefore, the Council agreed that any decision in this respect would be 

immediately applicable to the Mandate of the Committee. 

 

8. One item that was also emphasised during those discussions was the importance of 

co-ordinating the Committee¡¦s work with work ongoing elsewhere within the OECD and 

outside the Organisation. On this point, examples of such co-operation include: ADR and 

trust building with the WPTSP and the WP on SMEs: and cross-border enforcement 



co-operation with the .DAFFEs Competition Committee. 

 

9. I have noted with interest that your Agenda includes presentations by 

representatives of the Council of Europe. The Hague Conference on Private International 

Law, the International Marketing Supervision Network, and the International Chamber of 

Commerce. as well as from Secretariat staff working in the areas of environment, 

competition policy, and taxation (not to mention from other areas in DST1). 

 

10. In the Secretariat, teamwrok will be intensified, and on the Committees/Working 

Parties side, co-operation will be further developed through such means as joint projects, 

wide circulation and discussion of document, joint meetings/workshops on specific themes 

of common interest, and as appropriate, joint Committee meetings. 

 

Work programmes  

11. One important aspect of the reform process is the system for deciding on the 

overall OECD programme of work, priorities and budget. There is. therefore. some 

uncertainty on the way in which the Committee¡¦s programme of work for 2003-2004. 

which is one of the main items on the Agenda, will be integrated into the overall OECD 

programme. 

 

12. in this regard, the Secretary-General submitted the Priority Setting Paper for 

2003-2004 For the Council¡¦s endorsement two weekds ago. This paper will serve as a 

guide to committes as they prepare their draft programmes of work. The eight thematic 

areas established by Council in 2000 continue to provide a good representation of Member 

goverments¡¦ present and on-going priorities. (e.g. the Committee on Consumer Policy will 

contribute, in particular to the thems ¡§the best use of new technologies¡¨ and ¡§economic, 

stability and structural adj ustment¡¨). 

 

13. The Secretary-General also highlights a number of new and emerging activtics 

(Box 1) such as ¡§International Terrorism¡¨ and reinforcing horizontal work and specific 

time-bound activities (Box 2) such as Sustainable Development, Health and the Post-Doha 

trade agenda as likely candidates at the moment.  

 

Budget  



2002 budget  

14. With regard to the budget, the Council agreed on the budget for 2002 along 

zero-volume growth guidelines, with minor reductions in some activities, in order to make 

way for some horizontal activities. As far as this Committee is concerned, we have the 

same resource envelope as in the previous year This envelope permits one regularly-funded 

A-leyel administrator post supporting the work of the Committee, along with the assistance 

of a B-level post that is shared with the privacy and security work in the WPISP, In 

addition, the Committee continues to benefit from the generosity of the Japanese 

government, which binds an additional project post at the A-level and much of the 

day-to-day operating finds for the secretariat support of the Committee¡¦s work.  

 

2003 budget  

15. The first Reform Group will review the OECD budget process and recommend 

ways of improving the Organisation¡¦s capacity to allocate its resources effectively on the 

overall priorities, and of increasing the resources available to the Secretary-General to 

respond to emerging and unforeseen issues by end-April at the latest. Creating flexibility or 

freeing-up an important margin of the Organisation¡¦s resources, to respond to such 

emerging issues in an environment of zero-growth or declining resources is a challenge of 

this review. It is probable that at least a certain proportion of the overall budget of the 

OECD should be reviewed with a view to moving this amount to new high priority 

activities and important emerging issues, based on the Committee¡¦s priority setting. 

 

16. Whatever the outcome of the reform process, it is clear that given the current 

resource situation of the OECD, the Committee¡¦s own priorities will be an important 

element in the final decision on the Organisatiorfs programme, The priority voting exercise 

is therefore an important operation, and it is essential that all Delegates participate. 

 

Strategic objectives and core-competencies: Work Programme 2003-2004 

17. I wuld ow like to turn to the substaitce of the Committees wok 

 

18. In the wrok programme for 2003 and 2004, it is important that the Committee 

should focus on its core-competencies and on me horizontality of its work, keeping well in 

mind the limits of the resources currently at its disposal. 

 



Against International terrorIsm:security and economic recovery 

19. An emerging OECD horizontal priority is the work addressing a wide range of 

issues posed by International Terrorism, that is, How to manage “Secrurity” and how to 

“relforce and speed economic recovery” within a longer-term knowledge-driven growth. 

 

Comsumer and user trust of the Net 

20. Here, I would like to reiterate that since consumers and users of the Net and not 

convinced of the safety and security of network transactions, the “Building trust for user 

and consumers” is a key element for enchancing B2C, E-business, use of ia and broadly 

ia and broadly Ia-driven grown and economic recovery. 

 

Consumer Protection Guidelines and ADR 

21. Concerning full implementation of the Consumer Protection Guidelines and 

educating consumers and other stakeholders, one aspect of this effort is a report on 

enhancing protections for payment cardholders which is still the primary mechanism for 

online payments. This includes a ¡§Frequently Asked Questions¡¨ section to help address 

consumer fears about online. 

 

22. Second is a catalogue of ¡§best practices examples¡¨ aimed at helping consumers 

and business understand how to apply the Guidelines in practice. 

 

23. The third project aims to encourage development of effective ADR mechanisms, 

which can minimise the difficulty of resolving issues of jurisdiction and applicable law in 

the online context. Developing educational materials for consumers and SMEs to 

encourage use of effective ADR mechanism is part of the challenge. 

 

24. The Committee is invited to discuss and to decide on any further direction for 

wrapping up the current work programme on ADR in co-operation with the WPISP, based 

on the legal synthesis and educational intrumenL  

 

Cross-border enforcement co-operation  

25. Tomorrow¡¦s Forum session will focus on the issue of cross- border remedies. The 

\Vorking Group has already produced an initial report that highlights a number of issues to 

address these challenges such as effective policy framework and information sharing 



restrictions. I think the Committee should strongly consider continued work in this area of 

this Guidelines¡¦ key principle (¡§online consumers should be afforded a level of protection 

that is no less that afforded consumers in more traditional forms of coir merce¡¨). 

 

26. This also relates to exploring enforcement policy issues raised by Internet 

govermance and technological developments. Contact information for commercial domain 

name registrants, often available through a who is¡¨ search, can be a useful consumer 

protection enforcement tools. but the recent OECD¡¦s cybersquatting experience [under 

Agenda Item Ii (c) ] may raise the cross-cutting management issues on the Internet Domain 

Name System.  

 

Impact of new technologies and evmerging business models  

27. In this connection, we are now entering the Broadband Age where many new 

technologies and thc convergence of communication infrastructures, services and 

technologies are creating new businesses and makets such as Internet telephone, third 

generation mobile Internet, digital and mobil houschold electric appliances and various 

digital content services. 

 

28. Such developments can present new consumer protection issues. They include 

issues raised by mobile E-commerce, disclosure issues raised by the use of technology for 

protecting intellectual property rights, and dynamic pricing practices on line. The 

Committee is well positioned to contribute to the policy debate on these issues. Some work 

in this area would be undcrtaken in cooperation with the WPISPL  

 

Security Guidelines  

29. For your information, during the meeting last week, the ICCP agreed to accelerate 

its work on the review of the 1992 OCED Security Guidelines, with expected completion 

before the 11¡¦ September 2002. The events of September 11 demonstrated the necessity to 

address the vulnerability of the Networked Society and threats to public and private sectors, 

and the importance of raising awareness of such risks and security safeguards that are 

available. Therefore, the key message of the revised Guidelines should likey be a stress of 

an importance of ¡§Culture of Security,¡¨ and in the implementing stage of the Guidelines, 

this Committee may have concerns of the implications to the consumers.  

 



OECD Global Forum: Policy Framework for the Digital Economy  

30. 1 would also like to mention the next big event after the ottawa Ministerial 

Conference of 1 998. ¡§an OECD Forum on the Global Digital Economy¡¨ at the beginning 

of 2003, which the ICCP agreed to oragies last week. We hope to do this in co-operation 

with APEC, provided they agree. I see this event asa major shop-window for the OECD¡¦s 

deliverables, in particular for the CCP and ICCP Committee. 

 

31. This could include the next procedure which involve taking stock of progress and 

syntheses of an integrated electronic commerce framework (e.g. assessing the impact of the 

Guidelines) since Ottawa and renewing the action plan including the forward-looking 

agenda in this area. In this regard, 1 would like to hear your views on the Agenda on this 

Forum, including deliverables. 

 

Staff news 

32. As you bow, John Dryden has been wearing two hats of a.e, continaSg 1.0 r.ct as 

Jeac of .he ICCP Di :sLn ‘n:s simultaneously tacing up his new duCes as Deputy 

Director. So. I bow John will be particultrly pleased to see the arrival in early May of our 

new Head of Di’ ision, Mr. Pekka Lndroos. He joins us from the Finnish Government, 

where he occupied the position of Chief Consellor at the Ministry of Trade and Industry. 

 

33. Also new to the our ICCP Division team is Julie Harris, who joined us in 

Novermber, but is no stranger to the OECD having worked on tax and c-commerce issue in 

DAFFE. Her talents are shared between the CCP and the WPISP. 

 

Thank you, Mr. Chair. 
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NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT  

1. This Draft Recommendation contains Guidelines developed by the Committee on 

Consumer Policy¡¦s (CCP) Working Group on Cross-border Remedies. It is intended to 

address a number of the cross-border enforcement challenges described in the preliminary 

report by the Working Group [DST1/CP (2001) 7] and discussed at the Forum Session held 

on 14 March 2002. The Guidelines have been styled as a recommendation of the OECD 

Council, with the expectation that, if the Committee can develop a consensus text, it will 

be forwarded to the Council for approval.  

 

2. Prior drafts and informal comments from Working Group participants are posted 

on the CCP electronic discussion group. This latest draft has been assembled by the 

Secretariat and attempts to incorporate the last round of \4iirking Group comments. 

Because it was not possible in all cases to reconcile Working Group comments, parts of the 

text are enclosed in square brackets to highlight areas where there are alternative 

suggestions. In addition, several suggestions regarding the format of the draft from the 

Secretariat have been included in footnotes.  

 

3. Delegates are encouraged to circulate this document widely to appropriate 

government ministries so that the Conunittec can have a fully informed discussion at the 

October meeting. Delegates are invited to provide written comments to the Secretariat in 

advance of the CCP meeting, Comments received by 27 September 2002 will be compiled 

in a room document prepared for use during discussion of this item at the meeting.  

 

WORKING GROUP DRAFT: RECOMMENDATION OF THE COUNCIL 

CONCERNING GUIDELINES FOR PROTECTING CONSUMERS FROM 

CROSS-BORDER FRAUD AND HARD-CORE DECEPTION 

 

THE COUNCIL,  

Having regard to the convention on the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development of 14k¡¨ December 1960. in particular, Article 5 N thereof:  

Having regard to the Ministerial Declaration on Consumer Protection in the Context 

of Electronic Commerce of 8 October 1998[C (98) 177 (Annex2) J:  

Having regard to the OECD Recommendation concerning Guidelines on Consumer 

Protection in the Context of Electronic Commerce, adopted by the Counil on 9 December 



1999[C (99) 184/FINAL], which states that member sountries should, through ¡§their 

judicial, regulatory. and law enforcement authorities co-operate at the international level, 

as appropriate, through information exchange, co-ordination. communication and joint 

action to combat cross-border fraudulent. misleading and unfair commercial conduct¡¨; 

Having regard to the Decision of the Counci on the OECD Guidelines for 

Multinational Enterprises of 27 June 2000[C (2000) 96/FINAL] 

Having regard for the work done by the International Marking Supervistion Network 

IMSN) to tackle cross-border fraud and hardcore deception, and in particular the IMSN 

Findings on Cross-Border Remedies, available at www.irnsnricc.org;0 

Recognising that the development of the Internet and improvements in 

telecommunications technologies, while facilitating the golbalisationo of markets through 

cross-border transactions, also provide unprecedented opportunities for businesses and 

individual engaged in fraud and hard-core deception to harm consumers from a different 

jurisdiction and to evade enforcement authorities; 

Recognising that there are areas where the collective ability of consumer protection 

agencies to protect consumers is limited, and that the growth of c-commerce in particular 

will make these limitations increasingly problematic; 

Recognising that most existing laws and enforcement methods to address fraud and 

hard-core deception against consumers were developed at a time when such fraud and 

hard-core deception was predominantly domestic, and that such laws are therefore not 

always adequate to address the emerging problem of cross-border fraud and hard-core 

deception; 

Recognising that businesses and individuals engaged in fraud or hard-core deception 

may seek to take advantage of limitations in cross-border application and enforcement of 

consumer protection laws by establishing their operations in one country and targeting 

consumers in others.  

Recognising that fraud and hard-core deception undermines the integrity of both 

domestic and global markets to the detriment of all businesses and consumers, and 

undermines consumer confidence in those markets;  

Recognising that closer co-operation among consumer protection agencies around the 

world is needed to combat fraud arid hard-core deception that emanate from one country 

and harm consumers in others:  

Recognising that, because those committing cross-border fraud and hard-core 

deception can quickly target large numbers of consumers and cause substantial consumer 



injury, consumer protection agencies should find quick. eflicient ways to co-operate in 

order to combat these schemes effectively:  

Recognising that, although member countries have different consumer protection laws 

and enforcement processes, there can be a common framework for the development of 

closer co-operation among consumer protection agencies in combating fraud and hardcore 

deception; and 

R.ecognising that closer co-operation in combating fraud and hard-core deception can 

lay the groundwork for enhanced cooperation on other consumer protection issues in the 

future;  

 

RECOMMENDS:  

That consumer protection agencies in member countries, having a common interest in 

prevening fraud and hard-core deception, should co-operate with one another[, as 

appropriate,] in enforcing their laws against such practices.  

That member countries should work to develop a framework for closer co-operation 

among consumer protection agencies that includes:  

－[Establishing a domestic framework for combating cross- border fraud and 

hard-core deception;]  

－Enhanced information sharing, and other investigative assistance, co-operation and 

consulation:  

－[Broader authority][Betty ability]to protect domestic consumers from foreign 

businesses engaged in fraud and hard-core deception;  

－[Broader authority][Better ability]to protect foreign consumers from domestic 

businesses engaged in fraud and hard-core deception:  

－[Better ability to obtain][Enhanced procedures for obtaining] monetary redres for 

affected consumers  

－[Outreach to non-member economies; and]  

－[Co-operatioii with the third parties where appropriate:]  

That member countries should seek to implement these Recommendations, as set 

forth in greater detail in the Guidelines contained in the Annex thereto and of which in 

forms an integral pail;  

INSTRUCTS the Committee on Consumer Policy to exchange information on 

progress and experiences regarding the implementation of this Recommendation, review 

that information, and report to the Council within three years on this subject.  



 

 

ANNEX： 

 

GUIDELINES 

I. Definitions 

A. For the purposes of this Recommendation, Traud and [hardcore] [serious] 

deception” means: 

1. A pattern or practice of making misrepresentations of material fact; including 

implied factual misrepresentations, that cause or are likely to cause, (a) 

significant financial injury to consumers or (1,) a significant risk to consumer 

health or safety; 

2.Systematically failing to deliver products to consumers after they have been 

charged for such products; or 

3.Systematically charging consumers’ financial, telephone or other accounts for 

products or services without authorisation. 

B. For the purposes of this Recommendation, “consumer protection agency” 

means one or more [independent] national public bodies specifically responsible 

for [taking investigative or enforcoment action to protect consumers][protecting 

consumers] from fraud and hard-core deception[, either alone or in conjunction 

with the authority to protect consumers form anti-competitive practices,] in 

member countries where such bodies exist; and in other member countries, 

organisations charged with[taking investigative or enforcement action to protect 

consumers] [protecting consumers] from fraud and hard-core deception in 

accordance with the criteria laid down by their national law  

 

II. [Domestic] Framework for combating cross-border fraud and hard-core deception  

A. The consumer protection laws of member countries should he effective in halting 

and deterring fraud and hard-core deceptiom [In particular,] such laws should 

provide for:  

l.Effective sanctions, of a kind and at a level adequate to deter businesses and 

individuals from engagine in fraud and hard-core deception;  

2.Effective [procedures] [mechanisms] to stop wrongdoers engaged in fraud or 

hard-core deception; and  



3 .Effective [procedures] [mechanisms] to obtain monetary redress for consumer 

victims of fraud and hard-core deception.  

B. Member countries should[,as appropriate,] seek to ensure that their consumer 

protection agencies have the authority to take rapid action, and to obain whatever 

evidence is necessary to investigate and take action against fraud and hard-core 

deception affecting their jurisdiction, [Such evidence may include witness 

statements and relevant documents.]  

C. Member countries should develop [mechanisms] [procedures] for co-operation and 

information sharing[, as appropriate,] between and among their consumer 

protection agencies, police agencies, and other law enforcement authorities for the 

purpose of combating fraud and hard-core deception.  

D. Meruber countries should[revicw their laws][consider reviewing their laws] [seek] 

to identify barricrs to effective co-operation in the enforcement of laws designed 

to protect consumers against fraud and hard-core deception and consider national 

legislatino, as appropriate, to overcome these barriers.  

E. Mernber countries should educate consumers about fraud and hard-core deception. 

undertaking joint initiatives as appropriate. [Such initiatives could include 

intiatives with regional economic integration organisation such as the European 

Union]0  

 

III. Principles for jinternationalj co-operation  

A. Mernber countries should improve their ability to co-operate in combating 

cross-border fraud and hard-core deception. At the same time, co-operation on 

particular investigations or cases undere this Recommendation is within the 

discretion of the consumer prtotection agency being asked to co-operate. A 

consumer protection agency may decline to co-operate. or limit or condition its 

co-operation on the ground that it considers compliance with the requcst to be 

inconsistent with its laws, interests or priorities including resource constraints, or 

the absence of mutual interest in the investigation or proceeding in question.  

B. [Member countries should take into acconnt the effects of the conduct of their own 

consumer law enforcement activities on the important interests of other member 

countries.]  

C. [Consumer protection agencies] [Member countries] should consult with one 

another when disagreements as to cooperation arise.  



D. Member countries should[, as appropriate,] consider entering into bilateral or 

multilateral arrangements or other initiatives to implement this Recommendation. 

[Such arrangements can include arrangements with regional economic integration 

organisations such as the European Union.]  

E. The co-operation contemplated by this Recommendation is not intended to limit 

any other co-operation that may occur in accordance with prior Recommendations 

of the Council or existing co-operation agreements.0 

 

IV. [Information sharing and co-operationliNotification, information sharing, 

confidentiality and legal assistance]  

A. Member countries have a common interest in preventing cross-border fraud and 

hard-core deception, and should co-operate ith each other in euforcng their laws 

against such practices through the sharing of re evant information[, as appropriate 

B. Member countries recognise the importance of proinpLy[, systematically and 

efficiently] notifying consumer protection agencies in other memoer countries of 

enforcement actions that affect those countries. The goals of such notificahon are 

to simplify assistance and co-operatin under this Recommendation; to avoid 

duplication of efforts; and to avoid potential disputes. 

C. [Many consumer protection agencies have limited ability to share information with 

foreign consumer protection agencies. The ability to share such information is 

essential to fighting cross-border fraud and hard-core deception.] Member 

countries should strive to improve the ability of consumer protection agencies to 

share information in matters involving fraud and hard-core deception, subject to 

[appropriate safeguards][section IV of these Guidelines]. In particular, member 

countries should work towards enabling their consumer protection agencies to 

share the following information with consumer protection agencies in other 

member countries [in appropriate instances]: 

1 .Pubhcly available information. 

2,Information that the party providing the information has consented to share.  

3.Consumer com.plaints[,with the consent of the consumer].  

4,lnformation about addresses, telephones, internet domain registrations, basis 

corporate data. and other information permitting the quick location of those 

engaged in fraud and hard-core deception; and  

5.Documents and witness statements, when available, obtained pursuant to 



compulsory proces[, subject to appropriate safeguards.]  

D. Member countries[should][shall]0 take appropriate steps to maintain 

confidentiality of information exchanged. [Certain safeguards are appropriate in 

sharing confidential business information and personal information.] Member 

countries[should][shall], [to the fullest extent possible consistent with that 

member¡¦s laws,] respect procedural safeguards requested by other member 

countries to protect confidential or personal information shared with them.  

E. Io address the rapid rate at which those engaged in fraud and hard-core deception 

can target a large number of consumers, especially using the Internet, member 

countries should [find] [work towards finding] fast, efficient ways to share 

information. For example, they should build on existing OECD projects to share 

information, including consumer complaints and investigative information, 

through online databases, They should also explore new projects for online 

information sharing  

F. [Many consumer protection agencies have limited ability to provide investigative 

assistance to foreign consumer protection agencies.] Member countries should 

work toward authorisiug their consumer protection agencies, when appropriate, to 

obtain information, including documents and statements, and otherwise provide 

investigative assistance for foreign consumer protection agency investigations and 

actions, either directly or through appropriate [mechanisms authorised by judicial 

authorities] [legal procedures], and subject to appropriate safeguards  

G. [Consumer protection agencies and other law enforcement agencies typically need 

to be able to locate those engaged in fraud and hard-core deception in order to 

take effective action against them. Member countries acknowledge that accurate 

[domain name registration and e-mail routing information] [infonnation about 

holders of domain namcs] is important in enabling the location of such businesses 

and their principals. Therefore, member countries should co-operate with one 

another and with domain name registrars and other relevant stakeholders iii 

insuring the accruacy of such information.]  

H. [Member countries should consider how consumer protection agencies could use 

judicial orders obtained by a consumer protection agency in another country to 

expedite the ability to halt the same conduct in their own countries.]  

 

V. Juisdiction to protect consumers  



A. Member countries acknowledge the importance of overcoming limits on the ability 

of some consumer protcction agencies to take action against foreign businesses 

targeting domestic consumers. Therefore, member countries should work toward 

[giving their consumer protection agencies adequate authority][enabling their 

consumer protcction agencies]to take action against foreign businesses engaged in 

fraud and hard-core deception against their own consumers.  

B. Member countries ackno ledge the importance of overcoming limits on the ability 

of some consumer protection agencies to take action against their own businesses 

targeting foreign consumers. Therefore, member countries should work toward 

[giving their consumer protection agcncies adequate authority] [enabling their 

consumer protection agencies] to take action against domestic businesses 

defrauding and deceiving foreign consumers.  

 

VI. Monetary remedies  

A. Member countries recognise that depriving fraudulent and hard-core deceptive 

businesses of their ill-gotten thnds can be an impolant deterrent to feud and 

hard-core ceception anc appreciate the impartaice of providing [for the retain of 

tnose fun&][redress] to consumer victims of fraid and haro-core ccceptioi vhere 

possble. This issae is especially important or cross-bordr transactions. Member 

countries shoa..d [consider] [study the feasbility of] providing consumer 

proLection agencies with the authority to seek redress on behalf of defrauaed 

consumers [or to support defrauded consumers seeking redress]. 

B. Member countries should [consider] [study the feasibility of] allowing 

enforcement of judgements ordering redress across borders in appropriate fraud 

and hard-core deeption cases. 

C. Member countries should study what might be feasible and effective safeguards 

against the use of payment systems to support cross-border fraud and hard-core 

deception and to impede cross-border enforcement of consumer protection laws. 

D. Member countries should [, as appropriate,] examine transnational legal structures 

that might be developed, either on a bilateral or multilateral basis, to improve and 

broaden existing procedures to effect timely cross-border freezes, i’icluding 

wl’en approprate oi an cnrgcncy basis, of assets of businesses and individuals 

engaged in fraud and hard-core deception. 

E. Member countries should consider authorising their consumer protection agencies 



to gather and share information about assets, in appropriate cases, in aid oF a 

foreign consumer protection agency¡¦s action against fraud arid hard-core 

deception.  

 

VII. Private-sector co-operation  

Industry and consumer groups can be of valuable assistance in fighting cross-border 

fraud and hard-core deception. Member countries shouldp [, as appropriate,) encourage 

co-operation with industry and consumer groups in furthering the goals stated in this 

Recommendation. Such co-operation could include the referral of complaints. It could also 

include co-operation from such third parties as financial institutions and domain name 

registrars in halting fraud and hard-core deception across borders.  

 

VIII. Outreach to non-member economies  

Member countries should invite non-member economies to associate themselves with 

this Recommendation and to implement it. with assistance where appropriate.0 

 

註釋 

○Secretariat note - References to the work of other international organisations are unusual 

in a Council recommendation. If it is decided to retain the reference to the I MSN, the 

Web site link might be mo¡¦ ed to an explanatonreport or other backrground document  

○Secretariat note - it is unusual to refer explicitly to another international organisation in 

a Council recommendation.  

○Secretariat note - in a non - binding recommendation this type of disclaimer may not be 

considered necessary. If retained, the disclaimer might be refommlated as a 

¡§recogiising..¡¨ clause and included in the preamble.  

○Secretariat note - the use of language that implies mandatory- action may he confusing 

in a non-binding recommendation.  

○Secretarjat note - An invitation to non-member economies to ¡§associateS¡¦ themselves 

with a Council recommendation typically contemplates a formal process and 

considerable follow-up. More modest forms of outreach include making the 

Recommendation Thvailable¡¨ to non-member economies, or inviting them to ¡§take 

account of¡¨ the Recommcndation .In addition, the language related to non-members is 

more commonly includcd in the ¡§Recommendation¡¨ section. rather than as part of the 

annexed Guidelines. 
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FOREWORD 

The OECD Guidelines fo Ccmsu ne- Protection in tie Con.cxt of E.ectro 

zb ?crnmerce the Gaideline.s pro de basic priacpss for consamers ab they determine what 

fair bu&ness practices to expect anLpe, for the prrte se3tor as :t develops seif-regulatary 

schemes, and for go iernments as they formulate and implement consumer protections for 

electronic commerce. Approved and adopted on 9 December 1999 by the OECD, they 

represent almost two years of drafting and consultation by consumer protection officials 

from Member governments, business groups and consumer organisations. 

Given the inherently international nature of the digital networks and computer 

technologies that comprise the electronic marketplace, the Guidelines grew from 

recognition that a global approach to consumer protection is necessary to ensure that 

consumers are afforded a level of safeguards in the emerging electronic marketplace that 

are not less than those received in more traditional realms. 

Upon the first year anniversary of the Guidelines, the Committee on Consumer Policy 

convened a workshop “Consumers in the Online Marketplace: OECD Workshop on the 

Guidelines - One Year Later” (the Workshop). Through this Workshop. the Committee 

sought to bring together many of the same representatives involved in the initial writing 

process, in additiov to other representatives - especially from non-member countries. 

Gathering in Berlin on 13-14 March 2001, the task was to examine progress on 

implementation of the Guidelines and to facilitate discussion on what the appropriate next 

steps would be in the area of c-commerce consumer protection.  

At the Workshop, the Committee found that the Guidelines have had a positive 

impact on business policies and goex-nment action. encouraging better consumer 

protection in the online arena, The impact is expected to continue in the years ahead as 

implementation activities continue.  

From the Workshop and the 60th meeting of the Committee. which followed the 

Workshop. it was decided that while it is unnecessary to revise the text of the Guidelines 

themselves at this time, some elaboration on the principles may be usethi in order to 

provide additional practical guidance to governments, businesses and consumers. To this 

end, it was decided that such further explanation could come in the form. of best practice 

examples or a similar document that provides an elaboration for a few discrete areas of the 

Guidelines.  

 

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES UNDER THE OECD GUiDELINES ON 



CONSUMER PROTECTION IN THE CONTEXT OF ELECTRONIC 

COMMERCE  

All of the examples that follow are hypothetical situations. Each example is meant to 

provide information on a discrete principle. Thus its success and failure as it relates to the 

Guidelines only refers to the specific principle at issue. The example is not meant to show 

a successflul implementation of all principles in the Guidelines at the same time. The plus 

(+) and minus (-) that precede the examples indicate whether the business in the example 

implements or fails to implement the Guidelines.  

 

Information about the business  

(+) A commercial Web site has a link on its home page that is also accessible from 

every other page on its site. The link provides information on the company including its 

legal name, which is also the name under which it trades, its principal geographic address 

where it accepts legal service of process, a telephone number, and an e-mail address for 

questions related to sales and service. This site implements principle lilA of the Guidelines 

(information about the business) because it provides the consumer with accurate, clear and 

easily accessible information about itself sufficient to allow identification of the business 

by both consumers and law enforcement.  

(-) An online computer company carries a seal from a well- known and respected seal 

programme. The seal programme requires seal holders to implement a Variety of effective 

consumer policy principles. The online computer company posts the seal on its site and the 

seal can be viewed from anywhere on its site. If a consumer clicks on the seal however, it 

does not provide a link to the seal programme¡¦s site. Nowhere else on the computer 

company¡¦s site does it provide information on the seal programme. While the computer 

Company¡¦s site may implement many of the principles of the Guidelines because it is a 

member of an effective seal programme, it fails to implement principle lilA of the 

Guidelines (information about the business) because it neither provides consumers with 

appropriate contact details for the seal programme nor an easy method of verifying its 

membership in the programme. 

 

Information about the goods or services  

(+) An online appliance store provides a three-dimensional picture of all of its 

products. When a consumer clicks on the picture the product rotates so that all sides can be 

viewed. The picture also allows a consumer to narrow the view to be able to read product 



information on the item. Related warranty and safety information is provided via a link 

next to the picture as well as all information relating to the size, colour and energy 

requirements necessary to operate the product. This site implements principle IIIB of the 

Guidelines (information about the goods or services) because it provides the consumer 

with accurate and easily accessible information describing the goods otiered.  

(+) An online clothing store provides static pictures of all of its products, but includes 

fabric specifications. colour, and ftmll sizing charts. Because it provides the essential 

information about the goods in text form, this site implements principle 1118 of the 

Guidelines (information about the goods or services) even though it may not take full a.. 

vatsg° o he latest t ctnaic,j,r :n tc:ras r,et ic,r. 

(-) An nii1s to,r st c sells ai elect onic do taat can wave ts tie K anc saj “ado’ 11 5 

laigutges. The site pro ids a cteac ?hGta of die LOL. s:eCies is cctuaa size, ano no es set a 

L nyp asrgenic. The sLe also mentions that it ans on batterics. but &oes not post the 

specific type. 11 fact. the doll requires a battery that can only be purchased in Japan and 

costs approximately SPY 1 000. Ths site fails to Implement principle RIB of the 

Guidelines (information about the goods r se vices) beavse it does not provice die consuner 

with sufficient informa..ion to make an informed decision. 

 

Information about the trarsaction 

Crrency 

(+) A Mexican-based Web site provides information on is goods and services in 

Spanish. The site explicitly specifies that ils ?rices are in Mexican pesos. TFis site 

Implements principle IIIC of the Guidelines thformaffon about the traisacVon) because i1 

c early iJert’ies the applicable currency. Wareove; it wi’l not con’bse or mislead a Sp 

iish-speaking consume’ v ho iiay hail fro n Sp&a ‘ather than Mexico. 

(-) A US-oased Web 51 e ora’ :des nfon’atior on Ls goo4s nd crvices crlj in 

Eagish. 91’iile h se accepts only USD, •. does ot explicitly specify any currency with 

its prices. This site fails to implement principle IIIC of the Guidelines (information about 

the transaction) because it does not clearly identify the currency of its goods and services. 

Moreover, it is possible that a consumer from the United Kingdom would visit the site and 

assume because the site is in English that the currency is British pounds.  

 

TIP:  

While the Guidelines call for a business to provide only the applicable currency when 



offering cost information, technology now provides sites the opportunity to easily and 

efficiently link to currency converters. For Web sites marketing to foreign consumers, 

providing this kind of information via links or other technological means will help 

consumers to make an informed choice.  

 

Costs  

(+) While a consumer is making a purchase from a Web site, the consumer has access 

to infonnation via hyperlink. pop-up window. drop-down menu, etc. on the specific cost 

amounts associated with the various shipping options available, as well as general 

information on the applicable tax and/or duty rates. This site implements principle IIJC of 

the Guidelines (information about the transaction) because it provides the consumer with 

an itemisation of the specific costs collected and/or imposed by the business (e.g shipping 

costs) and notice of the existence of costs not collected and/or imposed by the business (e.g. 

tax and/or duty rates).  

(+) When the consumer is making his final checkout arid is given the opportunity to 

review the items he is purchasing. the Web site also offers information that the consumer 

may he responsible for paying duty on the items to he purchased. The site does not. 

how-ever. specify how much the dut will he. This site implements principle IJIC of the 

Guidelines (information about the transaction) because (lie Guidelines call for sites only to 

itemise costs that are collected by the husiness  

(-) Once a consumer has been given the opportunity to review the items in his 

shopping cart and provide payment information to the site, the site offers a statement that 

shipping will he additional. The site does not provide the specific cost information for such 

service This site fails to implement principle IHC of the Guidelines (information about the 

transaction) For two reasons; the Guidelines call on businesses both to itemise this 

information and provide it at a time that will enable the consumer to make an informed 

decision on whether to make the purchase.  

 

TIP:  

The rationale for not requesting that businesses provide information to consumers on 

costs that are not collected and or iniposed by the business ¡§as that it would be too 

burdensome and next to impossible to provide the specific cost information for each 

transaction. Moreover, providing shipping delivery cost information may be impracticable 

until after the consumer has completed the ¡§ship to¡¨ infoniiation (e.g. a consumer¡¦s 



address and delivery option). Many sites, however, offer more than a simple notice of the 

existence of other routinely applicable costs; these sites provide links to national and state 

authorities that provide specific relcvarit information on these costs.  

 

Information about the transaction (contd.)  

Payment process  

(+) An online food store provides a list of the types of payment cards it accepts. 

When a consumer places an order the site provides information on whether the item is in 

stock and informs the consumer that it will not charge the consumer until the item is 

shipped. The site also provides that there are no returns on perishable items but returns on 

non-perishable items will be credited back to the same card used for the purchase. This site 

implements principle IIIC of the Guidelines (information about the transaction) because it 

informs the consumer of the terms, conditions and methods of payment. (e.g. which cards 

it accepts. ¡¥then the consumer will be charged and how refunds will be credited).  

(-) A Web site accepts several forms of payment cards, hut charges an additional 

service fee to those consumers who use payment cards rather than c-money. At the 

conclusion of the transaction, the iternisation of the transaction includes the surcharge for 

using the payment card. This site fails to implement principle HIC of the Cuidelines 

(information about the transaction) because t .o° t, Lv AC C3aoU Ic: u he iai a me 1e. eom. 

cz oscL. flôh.ClICiflC decisi tl’ibO.a a f C’iWfL .iCL(flbdI,U 

 

Delivery terms 

(+)o it Ce ng na’c-ra crattm aa e: ae ‘..c A..:augi t ‘i 5.12k4 mrg £ c..s i AbS 

s.ock. s m S he .cns m.st be ,e1ia1ocde:ec :r xi cte’ zoui ‘es. Ea iLn CsD a ed or Ls 

Web ste cons a fl� :ia. peea & ‘Jl’ei2er “Lt ten aS 3U.Te.t, fl St CC erd is’ tat. mi 

csnia.e CDobt v ier the ien r I be a aheole o: sibpin. . isa sate. i .ie £ac am. sonetimes 

uaarncipc.ed .e1a,rs I a4tcu. For Seas h 1 .re n ftc. d1. yci beyo’ic. he esL atcd sbippir 

date, I’e on nc nop e-n’aiis tie co’lbdner tpaateä sI’izrning iformation, a’ic! t.tests 

COtitTlaLan J’a. the consumer Ii wants LO p’tbase tie item. bis sii innements riicip e 

II’C of Vie Galde Ine blormator about the cransaction) becausc t provide aoprr ate 

irforination r.garcVn the e ins o delivery, inCudiig ap&ae srappang dates anc. v 

apportunity .0 :flfr vhee de’ivej is dayd. 

(-)An oiliie shop promises a xiame: ee 1’ cc of a 0i’wifln one veek. lie- thc our 

placed tie sl’op lean that ‘S ten’ i.l be ow F s’occ far a’i unno vn petod. Tt foe rot 



in’bni ic corcvmr abca: e4ey. Tirc. r’or tm a cr ½) :em aga et0”1 s avalabie. ‘ e sho 

ei offe’a the corsu’ner tie aptio. h the ite’r -. i be de i’ ered W4L1I’ o days o wiL 

aC cwiig from the transaction without cost. This site fails to implement principle IIIC of 

the Guidelines (information about the transaction), even though it offered the consumer the 

opportunity to withdraw from the transaction, because it did not provide accurate 

information about the timing of the delivery (after it learned that it would not be able to 

meet its promised delivery date). Here, the need for accurate disclosures is supplemented 

by principle II of the Guidelines (fair business, advertising and marketing practices), which 

provides that businesses should comply with any representations they make regarding 

policies or practices relating to their transactions with consumers.  

 

Returns and warranties  

(+) An online automobile site provides information on its return policy, which is 

available from any point during the transaction, The policy permits returns but states that 

the consumer will be responsible for the costs incurred when rerurning the automobile to 

the business. The site implements principle IIIC of the Guidelines (information about the 

transaction) because it provides sufficient information about its return policy to enable 

consumers to make an informed decision about whether to enter into the transaction.  

(-) An online bookstore states that ¡§Our return and exchange policies comply with 

the law of Germany,¡¨ but provides no details about these policies. This site fails to 

implement principle ILIC of the Guidelines (information about the transaction) because it 

does not provide infonnation in a clear, accurate, and easily accessible manner.  

 

Effective communication of information  

Language  

(+) All information (eg. price and currency. terms and conditions. etc.) on a Web site 

is provided only in Dutch. This site implements principle IIIC of the Guidelines 

(information about the transaction) because it only serves consumers who rcad Dutch.  

(-) A Web site permits visitors to select Spanish or French as the language in which to 

review information about the goods or scrvices offered on the site, but provides the terms 

and conditions of the transaction and/or the related warranty information only in French. 

This site fails to implement principle NIC of the Guidelines (information about the 

transaction) because it does not provide the consumer with sufficient information in each 

language to make an informed decision. 



 

Timing 

(+) A Web site pro¡¦ ides a terms and conditions menu item. popup menu, or hyperlink 

on its site that allo s a visitor to review the related information from any page on the site at 

any time. This site implements principle IIIC of the Guidelines (information about the 

transaction) because it provides the consumer with important information that can he 

accessed at any time prior to or during the transaction.  

(-) Upon the conclusion of the transaction, a Web site provides the consumer with an 

address of where he or she can write for the terms and conditions related to the transaction 

and/or the warranty information related to the products or services. This site fails to 

implement principle IIIC of the Guidelines (information about the transaction) because it 

fails to provide the consumer with sufficient information at the time of the transaction to 

make an informed decision about such a transaction.  

 

Record maintenance  

(+) A Web site provides a date-stamped, printable and/or downloadable version of its 

terms and conditions. This site implements principle IIIC of the Guidelines (information 

about the transaction) because it offers the consumer the ability to maintain an adequate 

record of such information.  

(-) .A Web site provides its terms and conditions in a pop-up box, the contents of 

which cannot be printed or saved. This site, while implementing the provision that calls for 

providing access to the information, fails to implement principle IIIC of the Guidelines 

(information about the transaction) because it does not allow the consumer the opportunity 

to maintain an adequate record of such information.  

 

The confirmation process  

(+) A consumer is buying many items from an online department store. The site 

allows the consumer to click on an item to view the skz, an.. cu d &iaole LOa tiCfl ‘s an 

‘ada t snopp ug cart’ otion. ny tine duing the saisacfs Lie cons ncr is alsL ‘it at 

ILVLS s r 111), ..4St - L4.tLb nas’raw O?u1b I l..’ tthSS2ITc it sce:1.4t..c a e’ca n 

dflj is ides mot D; cCrg 01 tn4. r’ooL’y & con. “ci ac ..onsu’nr is ‘sFecs.a 

p..g:e..arciisoat½/.. cfle :cerott nen.he sren o:a de a r o’ai ‘..ems in lie si’ npi’g cart 

en4. ac totC COs ‘.‘i tenz inc 1..dhb shporng and axe. tis SaflC SCftC’ t&re is a 

mo&y’ a.ao ‘tancet’ ii4. mu op ion too Thb Ate ‘r’ienierts prczpe ‘V he 



Otlde’?’es srfl rat’ ui proceat, c4.cause : glveb t corsune’ an pp3LJAh7 o k.erCy toe 

bCG%S tie is its to pur&ase. o identify ena ..o %,orreet i’j ercars c express ar nicrmci 

and ceibera..e ccnsent 0 the ptrc’abe. 

(-) .2. consunc; s ouyrg se’ eral books a a Weo Ce ani afte: acJing ax different boo a 

o tie cart Inc or!j way tor the con u nec .o see eli .hc, i.e’ns ii ti’e saooping cart oVore 

conciudig ?e traqsactio’i ;b h t the ‘bsck bu to” This side ia Is to imp’erci 

orh’clp’e V o’ the Giudehces contnnatoa rocess becausc i aii’ to rro’ ice corsu 

‘ne ,vlt’i )e oppxtunLy i.o ideni y and vociy â’& a 

 

Tip 

7/V’e K s”opoiig 4.a’. orde?ng co-r’tiatio roceas s u’d ii these .‘ a rp es, 

icre a ‘e r’Ord No/S br c -istre’s i. olace confrira .1 cit dc’t The wn it’ )a S it Icr n 

hi ennoble o” :Cit d Ii ic’ is cia conbme’... be nf%.’ o’ ic e enen of the principle - 

the ability to identify what they have ordered, the ability to cancel or modify their order, 

the ability to see the total cost, the ability to expressly consent to the order, and the ability 

to retain an accurate record. The Guidelines do not dictate in which order these should be 

done, they merely require that they all be done before the conclusion of the transaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



外國消費者保護法規翻譯叢書索引 
 

（第一輯至第十一輯） 

 

壹、亞太地區 

國 別 法規名稱（中文譯名及原文名稱） 輯 別 頁 次 

日 本 消費者保護基本法 第二輯 2-13 

日 本 
國民生活中心法 

國民生活七夕夕一法 
第二輯 14-43 

日 本 製造物責任法 第三輯 2-9 

日 本 東京都消費生活條例 第二輯 44-95 

日 本 
關於訪問販賣等之法律 

訪問販賣沌關才乙法律 
第二輯 96-131 

日 本 
日本關於訪問販賣之法律 

訪問販賣化關寸石法律 
第八輯 250-331 

日 本 

日本有關高爾夫球場等會員契約適正化之法律 

卹儿 7 場等化係乙會員契約。適正化化關寸石

法律 

第八輯 332-359 

日 本 

關於訪問販賣等之法律 

（昭和五一年六月四日法律第五七號、平成一

一無十二月二二日號外法律第一六二號） 

第十輯 223-332 

日 本 消費者契約法 第十輯 333-354 

韓 國 
消費者保護法 

Consumers Protection ACt 
第一輯 

13-32 

119-142 

韓 國 

遼費者保護囈行令 

物士 orcemen 盔 uecTe 付。，中 11 擊 

Consu 力 rlers rrotect10n Ac 兀 

第一輯 
33-48 

143-162 

韓 國 訪問販賣等之法律 第二輯 132-153 

新加坡 

消費者保護法 

Consumer Protection ( Trade Descriptions and 

Safety Requiremeots ) Act 

第一輯 
49-63 

163-182 

香 港 
肖費者委員會條例 

Consumer Council ordinance 
第一輯 

1-12 

105-118 

以色列 一九八一年消費者保護法 第四輯 2-45 



Consumer Protection Law 5741 一 1981 

澳 洲 
一九七四年交易行為規制法 

Trade Practices Law 
第六輯 1-905 

澳 洲 

一九九七無九月消費者保護法第二次檢討報告 

Audit of Consurner Prot0Cti0U Law 一 Second 

Rreport 1997 

第八輯 360-541 

澳 洲 
消費者申訴仲裁庭條（一九八七第 206 號） 

Consumer Tribunals Act 1 987 No . 206 
第九輯 1-122 

澳 洲 

一九八七消費者請求案件仲裁法庭條例一施行

細則 

Consunler Claims Tribunals Act 1987 Regulation 

第九輯 123-154 

紐西蘭 
一九九三年消費法擔保法 

Consumer Gu 訂 antees Act 1 993 
第七輯 7-113 

紐西蘭 

一九八八無爭議法庭法 

（台併並修正 1976 無小額請求法之法） 

Disputes Tribunals Act 1988 無聳 

第七輯 114-295 

紐西蘭 
一九六七年訪問販賣法 

Door to Door Sales Act 1967 
第七輯 296-363 

 

貳、歐洲地區 

國 別 法規名稱（中文譯名及原文名稱） 輯 別 頁 次 

德 國 
瑕疵產品責任法 

Gesetz 位 ber die Haftung fur fehlerhafte Produkte 
第三輯 68-89 

德 國 

到宅交易及類似交易取消法 

Gesetz 祖 ber den Widerruf von Haust 位 

rgeschaften und 蘊 hnlichen Gesch 蘿 ften 

第二輯 156-167 

德 國 

一般交易條款規制法 

Gesetz zur Regelung de , Rechts der Allgemeinen 

Geschaftsbedingungen 

AGB 一 Gesetz ) 

第三輯 12-67 

德 國 

聯邦經濟部設置消費者顧問會規程 

Geschaftsordnung des 

Verbraucherbeirates Beirn 

Bundesminster fur Wirtschaft 

第三輯 155-246 



德 國 

商品安全要求基準及保護 CE 標識法律（商品

安全法） 

EntwurfGesetz zer Regelung des 

Sicherheitsandforderungen an Produkie 

－朋由叨 Sdlu 屹－ der 必伏嚇由 iclld 比 

itsgeseta - h 州 SG ) 

第九輯 247-326 

德 國 

食品、香煙產品、化妝品及其他生活必需品之

交易法律 Gesetz uber denV 亡 rkehr mit 

Lbensmitteln , kosmetischen Mitteln nud sonetlgen 

Bedarfsgegenstanden 

第九輯 327-480 

瑞 典 
消費者銷售法 

The Consumer Sales Act 
第一輯 

65-80 

183-202 

瑞 典 
行銷法 

The Market 血 9 Practices Act 
第一輯 

81-86 

203-210 

瑞 典 
消費者保險法 

The Consu 皿 er Insurance Act 
第一輯 

87-101 

221-228 

瑞 典 
送達到戶銷售法 

The Door 一 to 一 Door Sales Act 
第一輯 

101-104 

229-234 

丹  麥 
一九九四庫產品安全法 

Danish Protect Safety Actl994 
第八輯 2-33 

丹  麥 
一九九四無行銷措施法 

The Danish Marketing Practices Act 1994 
第八輯 34-63 

丹  麥 
一九九四聯合付帳卡法 

Consolidated Payment Cards etc. Act 1994 
第八輯 64-109 

丹  麥 

1J2 

±ftW 

Order on safety requirements for toys and products 

which due to their 

outward 

Appearance may be mistaken for food 1995 

第八輯 110-175 

英 國 

消費者保護（營業所外交易之取消權）條例 

Consumer Protection ( Cancellation of Contracts 

Concludeda 、 va 、 from Business Premis 。。） 

Resulation , 198 實 

第二輯 168-195 



英 國 

一九八七年消費者保護法一產品責任 

Consumer Protectiou Act 1987 一 Product Liabili 

以－ 

第三輯 90-121 

英 國 
一九八七年消費者保護法 

Consumer Protection Act 1987 
第四輯 48-329 

英 國 

一九九一無煙火安全規定 

Consumer Proctection The Flrewors ( Safety ) 

Regulatjons 1997 

第八輯 176-29 

比利時 
一九九一年消費者保護法 

Consumer Protection Act 1991 
第五輯 2-195 

奧地利 
一九九三年消費者保護（歐洲經濟區）法 

Consumer Protection ( EEA ) Act 1993 
第五輯 196-213 

奧地利 
一九九三年產品責任（歐洲經濟區）法 

Product Liability ( EEA ) Act 1993 
第五輯 214-226 

比利時 
一九九一無消費者信用法 

Consumer Credit Act 1981 
第七輯 366-577 

比利時 
一九九二無消費者信用（呆帳）令 

 
第七輯 578-607 

比利時 
一九九 

Misleading Professional Advertising Act 1992 
第七輯 608-631 

 

參、美洲地區 

國 別 法規名稱（中文譯名及原文名稱） 輯 別 頁 次 

加拿大 

安大略省 

一九九○年消費者保護法 

Cohsumer Protection Act 1990 
第五輯 228-297 

加拿大 

安大略省 

一九九 0 年消費者保護法一七六號規則 

Consumer Protection Act Regulation 176 
第五輯 298-339 

 

肆、國際組織 

組織別 法規名稱（中文譯名及原文名稱） 輯 別 頁 次 

歐 體 

n-Qh >J-4 

jw-sc9P 

Council directire of 20 december 

1985 to potect the consumer in 

第二輯 198-217 



respect of contracts negotiated from 

business premises(85/S 77//EEC) 

歐 體 

fl 93/13 

Ui I 91TJ 7 +t 1’*gAn�SS ID 

Council Directive of 5 Apr., 1993 on 

unfairterm in consumer contracts 

(93/13/EEC) 

第三輯 194-231 

歐 體 

產品責任指令 

Council Directive of 25 July 1985 on the 

aPProximation of the law , regulations and adminis 

什 ative provisions of the Member States 

concerning liability for defective products ( 85 / 374 

/ EEC ) 

第三輯 158-193 

歐 體 

一九九 ○ 關於服務責任之理事會 

VOrschlang fur elne Richtlinie dos Rotos uder die 

Haftuung bei D , enstlejstUngen 1990 KOM ( 90 ) 

482 endg 一 SKY 308 

第八輯 230-249 

歐 盟 
fl 

(Richtlinie97/7/EG,20.Mai1997) 
第十輯 1-58 

歐 盟 (Directive87/102/EEC,22Decemberl 986) 第十輯 59-96 

歐 盟 
51Wt 

(Directive98/6/EC’ l6February 1998) 
第十輯 97-118 

歐 盟 (Directive2000/3 1 EC ‘ 8June2000) 第十輯 119-222 

OECD 

企業對消費者之替代性爭端解決機制在隱私及

消費者保護部分之法律規定 

Working Party on Information 

Security and Privacy 

LEGAL PROVISIONS RELATED TO 

BUSINESS-TO-CONSUMER ALTERNATIVE 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN RELATION TO 

PRIVACY AND CONSUMER PROTECTION 

DSTI/ICCP/RFG/CP (2002) 

1/FINAL 

1 7-JuI-2002 

第十一

輯 
 



OECD 

經濟合作暨發展組織一亞太經濟合作會議全球

論壇：數位化經濟政策立法架構 

OECD Global Forum on Knowledge Economy - The 

Digital OECD-APEC GLOBAL FORUM: POLICY 

FRAMEWORKS FOR THE DIGITAL ECONOMY 

The Sheraton Waikiki, Honolulu, HI, United States, 

14-17 January 2003 CCNM/GF/KE/DE (2002) 3 

16-Se p-2002 

第十一

輯 
 

OECD 

電子商務消費者保護準則施行三年後檢討報告 

CONSUMERS IN THE ONLINE 

MARKETPLACE: THE GUIDELINES THREE 

YEARS LATER 

Draft Report to the OECD Council on the 

Guidelines for Consumer Protection in the Context 

of Electronic Commerce 

DSTI/CP (2002) 4 

13-Se p-2002 

第十一

輯 
 

OECD 

第 62 次消費者政策委員會會議記錄摘要草稿 

DRAFT SUMMARY RECORD OF THE 62nd 

SESSION OF THE COMMITTEE ON 

CONSUMER POLICY 

DSTI/CP/M (2002) 1 

04-Apr-2002 

第十一

輯 
 

OECD 

關於踏國詐欺和集團 I 生詐欺消費者保護綱

領理事會譯文 

WORKING GROUP DRAFT: 

RECOMMENDATION OF THE COUNCIL 

CONCERNING GUIDELINES FOR 

PROTECTING CONSUMERS FROM 

CROSS-BORDER FRAUD AND HARDCORE 

DECEPTION 

DSTICP :2002: 5 

12-Sep-2002 

第十一

輯 
 

OECD OECD 電子簡務消費者保護綱領之最佳實務範 第十一  



例 

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES GUIDELINES ON 

CONSUMER PROTECTION IN THE CONTEXT 

OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE  

DSTICP :2002: 2 FINAL 

1 7-May-2002 

輯 

 


